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12.

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL TECHNICAL APPENDIX

The terminology in the technical appendix may be inconsistent with the Draft ES.
This will be rectified for the final ES.

LVIA METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The methodology is similar to that used for assessing other environmental
receptors and is based on determining likely significance of effects through
consideration of the potential magnitude of change in relation to the sensitivity
of the landscape/townscape and visual receptor to change.

T

The methodology for the landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA)

general

assessment

Methodology).

AF

follows guidance described in the following documents and builds upon the
methodology summarised

in

Chapter 4

(EIA

The Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Assessment (GLVIA), third
edition published by the Landscape Institute (LI) and the Institute of
Environmental Management and Assessment (IEMA), 2013; and



An Approach to Landscape Character Assessment, Natural England
(2014).

R



D

12.1

The purpose of the LVIA is to separately describe and evaluate potential
landscape/townscape and visual effects that would arise from the Project.
The assessment will assess potential effects arising during the construction
and operational stages and will consider the following:
Landscape/Townscape


The landscape/townscape baseline will include an overview of the
elements that form the baseline within the study area. These elements will
be described and evaluated in respect of their quality and value;



The landscape/townscape baseline elements will be used to prepare a
landscape/townscape character area assessment covering the full extent
of the study area. The identification of landscape/townscape character
areas will be influenced by published character assessments, including
county and district scales. National character areas have not been
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assessed as part of this report as they are considered too broad for the
scale of this Project;


Evaluate the sensitivity of landscape/townscape with reference to its
capacity to accommodate change arising from the Project;



Assess the magnitude of impacts and scale and nature of change on
landscape and townscape character areas;



Develop mitigation to reduce likely significant effects;



Evaluate significance of effects on the value of the landscape/ townscape
character areas caused by changes in the baseline elements; and



Report likely residual landscape/townscape significant effects.

Visual
The baseline studies include establishing the zone of theoretical visibility
(ZTV) and through that and field work, the identification of key visual
receptors and evaluation of their sensitivity to change;



Assess magnitude of visual impact on visual amenity, including impacts
upon potential viewers and viewing groups caused by changes in the
appearance of the landscape/townscape, as a result of the Project;



Develop mitigation to reduce likely significant effects;



Evaluate significance of visual effects; and



Report residual visual effects for each receptor.

R

AF

T



The baseline data collection and landscape and visual impact assessment

D

methodology described in the preceding sections are also applicable to
townscape or urban areas. The main difference will be the emphasis applied
to features of the townscape or urban area rather than open landscape. The
assessment of character and quality of townscape areas will take the
following into account:


The setting of individual or groups of buildings;



Urban Designations;



Physical structure, space and viewing sequences and built forms;



Open green spaces.

For the purpose of this assessment, effects that are assessed as being either
moderately adverse, or beneficial or above, will be considered significant in
terms of the EIA (England & Wales) Regulations 2011. Although slight or
neutral adverse/beneficial effects would not be considered significant, they
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remain worthy of consideration throughout both the design and the decision
making process.
Spatial & Temporal Scope
A landscape study area of 2 km offset either side of the Project Boundary was
determined based on desk top analysis and field work.
A townscape study area has been set for 500 m around the Project Area, due
to its location within highly developed urban areas with limited views.
The temporal scope of the assessment is based on the following timescales;
Baseline year (2015);



Construction Phase (start 2019 with completion 2024); and



Operational Phase – Year of Opening ( 2024).

AF

Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV)

T



A computer generated Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) map is produced
to assist in determining the study area and viewpoints for assessment and to

landscape.

R

understand the potential influence of the proposed Project in the wider

D

Although the ZTV indicates areas where it might be possible to see part(s) of
or the entire proposed Project, the following limitations in the use of the ZTV
as a tool for assessment, should be taken into consideration:


There are a number of areas within the ZTV from where there is potential
to view parts of the Project, but which comprise land where the general
public do not have access;



The ZTV maps do not account for the effects of screening and filtering of
views as a result of intervening features, such as buildings, trees and
hedgerows;



The ZTV maps do not account for the likely orientation of a viewer – for
example when travelling in a vehicle; and



The combined effect of these limitations means that the ZTV map tends
to over-estimate the extent of visibility – both in terms of the land area
from which the proposed Project is visible and also possibly the extent of
visibility from a particular viewpoint.
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The use of this type of ZTV map is considered good practice and should be
considered as a tool to assist in assessing the visibility of the Project. The
ZTV map does not present an absolute measure of visibility and does not
represent the “visual impact” of the proposed development; this is determined
by on site assessment.
The ZTV was compiled using Ordnance Survey Landform Profile data
comprising spot heights and contours (within a 10m resolution) to produce a
Digital Terrain Model (DTM). The DTM was overlaid on 1:50,000 Ordnance
Survey base maps to provide details of locations and landmark features,
which may affect the extent of visibility or provide screening in the landscape.

T

Field Study

AF

Viewpoint Selection

The ZTV and findings of the site survey were used to confirm the Study Area
and identify key visual receptors within it, to inform the landscape/townscape

R

and visual assessment.

D

Viewpoints and Photomontages
Viewpoints were selected to represent a range of views for key visual
receptors in the Study Area to form the basis for assessment of visual
impacts. The representative viewpoints were selected to represent a range
of viewing distances at varying orientations, and viewpoint types (residential
areas, public rights of way (PRoW), recreational and historic sites). A number
of viewpoints were selected to be presented as Photomontages, to illustrate
how the proposed Project would look in the view in Winter Year 1 and
Summer Year 15.
Montages are currently being prepared and will be completed before the
submission of the Final ES
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Baseline Data
Baseline data, alongside the description of the Project, forms the basis for the
identification and description of the changes that would result in the
landscape/townscape

and

visual

amenity

of

the

area.

The

landscape/townscape resource needs to be understood in terms of its
constituent elements, its character, condition, spatial extent and the way the
landscape/townscape is experienced and valued.
The visual baseline establishes and describes the area in which the Project
may be visible, the different groups of people who may experience views of
the Project, the places where they will be affected and the nature of the views
and visual amenity at those points. Visual receptors are individuals and/or

T

defined groups of people who have the potential to be affected by a proposal.
Baseline studies for assessing landscape/townscape and visual effects

AF

require a mix of desk study and field work to identify and record the character
and value of the landscape/townscape and the elements, features and

R

aesthetic and perceptual factors, which contribute to it.
Landscape and Visual Assessment
section

explains

D

This

the

methodology

used

in

relation

to

the

landscape/townscape and visual assessment. To predict and describe the
likely significant effects on the landscape/townscape and visual resource,
baseline information is combined with the different components of the Project
at all its different stages (construction and operation).
The assessment takes into account the spatial and temporal nature of
potential impacts:


Direct impacts are those imposed on landscape/townscape elements as
a direct result of the Project, such as the loss of existing trees or other
vegetation and loss of buildings or structures;



Indirect impacts may occur some distance from the site as a consequence
of the development occurring, such as the removal of screen vegetation,
which would allow views in from surrounding areas;



Short, Medium or Long Term describes the duration of an impact; and
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Temporary relates to impacts during construction compared to the
permanent change which is caused by the Project in operation.

Adverse impacts are those that cause detriment to the pre-Project situation.
Beneficial

impacts

are

those

that

restore

or

improve

the

landscape/townscape, and Neutral impacts might change the existing
situation, but on balance make the situation neither better nor worse.
Landscape/townscape and visual impacts have been assessed using the
following scenarios:
During the construction of the Project and associated structures,
assuming a maximum visibility or maximum perceived change situation
(i.e. when construction activity is at its peak for any given view), and noting
how long that period would be likely to last;



A winter’s day in the year following completion of the Project (i.e. before
any planted mitigation has begun to take effect). This would represent the
operationally non-fully mitigated / maximum visibility scenario;



A summer’s day in the fifteenth year after opening (i.e. when the planted
mitigation measures can be assumed to be substantially effective). This
represents the near fully mitigated scenario under normal conditions.

AF

T



R

Sensitivity

Sensitivity is a term applied to specific receptors, combining judgements of

D

the susceptibility of the receptor to the specific type of change or development
proposed and the value related to that receptor. The overall sensitivity of the
landscape/townscape can be defined as embracing a combination of the
sensitivity of the landscape/townscape resource (in terms of both its
character as a whole and the individual elements contributing to character)
and the visual sensitivity of the landscape/townscape.
Visual sensitivity is assessed in terms of a combination of factors such as
views, visibility, the number and nature of people perceiving the
landscape/townscape and the scope to mitigate visual impact. Sensitivity is
not absolute; it will vary according to the character of the existing
landscape/townscape and the extent and nature of the project.
Table 12-1 Landscape/Townscape and Visual Sensitivity describes the
differing degrees of sensitivity.
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Table 12-1 Landscape/Townscape and Visual Sensitivity

Sensitivity

Landscape/townscape of
moderate value recognised by
local designation.
Where character, land use,
pattern and scale may have the
capacity to accommodate a
degree of the type of change
envisaged.

AF

Medium

Important/highly valued
landscape recognised by
national or regional designation,
scenic quality or particularly
distinctive character and visited
by large numbers of
visitors/tourists. Low capacity to
accept type of change
envisaged.

Occupiers of residential
properties.
Visitors to tourist attractions.
Users of recreational facilities
such as National Cycle Routes,
National Trails and designated
long distance footpaths.
Users of PRoW in nationally or
locally designated landscapes.
Valued viewpoints of exceptional
cultural importance.
Users of schools.
Users of recreational facilities
where landscape/townscape
appreciation is unlikely to be a
primary motive.
Informal/local views.
Users of other (less important or
popular) PRoW.

Road or other transport users.
People at place of work.

D

R

Landscape/townscape of low
valued characteristics in poor or
degraded condition or little
contribution to landscape/
townscape character.
Low

Visual Receptors

T

High

Landscape/Townscape
Receptors

Undesignated
landscape/townscape, tolerant
of change.

Magnitude
Each impact on a receptor needs to be assessed in terms of its size or scale,
the geographical extent of the area influenced, and its duration and
reversibility. The assessment considers the magnitude of change the Project
would exert on the receptor because of:


The proximity of the Project to the receptor – generally the magnitude of
impact reduces with increasing distance as it progressively exerts less
influence;



The extent to which the Project can be seen, and the extent to which
landform, woodland, buildings etc. intervene; and
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The visibility of the Project and its resulting impacts on character.

The assessment of the magnitude of likely visual impacts is an assessment
of the extent of change upon visual amenity as a direct result of the
development, and depends upon several factors, including:
The scale of change in the view with respect to the loss and/or addition of
new features;



The degree of contrast, or integration of/compatibility with any new
features with existing features in the view;



The duration of the impact (temporary or permanent, intermittent or
continuous). Temporary impacts are considered to have less significant
effects than longer term or permanent impacts;



The distance of the receptor from the source of the impact;



The angle of view and presence of intervening vegetation or features; and



The dominance of the impact feature in the view.

T



It is assumed that the visual impacts of the Project will reduce as viewing

AF

distance increases. The magnitude of visual impacts at any given distance
will vary according to a range of factors. They include the extent of the new
buildings and structures that would be visible; their position in the view; the

R

presence of other conspicuous features; and the extent to which views of the
Project would be screened or filtered by intervening landform or by landscape

D

elements such as trees, woodlands, hedgerows, or built structures; and the
extent of mitigation planting.
Criteria used to assess the magnitude of predicted landscape/townscape and
visual amenity impacts are set out in Table 12.2.
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Table 12-2 Magnitude of Landscape/Townscape and Visual Impacts

Magnitude
of Impact

Landscape/Townscape
Receptors

Total loss of or severe damage
or major alteration to key
characteristics, features and
quality of the character
and/setting of the character
area.

Visual Receptors
Total loss of or major
alteration to key
characteristics of the view
from a receptor.
Addition of new features or
components that are
continuously highly visible and
incongruous in the existing
view from a receptor.
Substantial changes in close
proximity to the visual
receptor, within the direct
frame of view.
Partial loss or alteration to one
or more key characteristics of
the view from the receptor.
Addition of new features or
components that may be
continuously highly visible, but
are largely characteristic of
the existing view from the
receptor.
Changes occurring a relatively
short distance from the
receptor, but viewed as one of
a series of components in the
middle ground of the view.
Substantial change partially
filtered by intervening
vegetation and/or built form, or
viewed obliquely from the
visual receptor.
Minor loss of or alteration to
one or more characteristics of
the view from a receptor.
Addition of new features or
landscape components that
may be continuously or
intermittently visible, but
largely characteristic of the
existing view from a receptor.
Changes within the
background of the view,
viewed as one of a series of
components in the wider
panoramic view from a
receptor.

T

High

Typical Criteria Definitions

AF

R

D

Medium

Partial loss or alteration to one
or more key characteristics of
the character and/or setting of
the character area. Addition of
new features or components
that form prominent elements
of the character and /or setting
of the character area, but are
largely characteristic of the
existing setting.
Introduction of elements that
noticeably alter the tranquillity
of the character area.

Low

Minor loss or alteration to one
or more characteristics of the
character and/or setting of the
character area.
Addition of new features or
components that form largely
inconspicuous elements of the
existing character and/or
setting.
Introduction of elements that
discernibly alter the tranquillity
of the character area.
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Magnitude
of Impact

Negligible

Landscape/Townscape
Receptors

Visual Receptors

Very minor loss or alteration to
one or more characteristics of
the character and/or setting of
the character area.
No loss or alteration to
characteristics of character
and/or setting of the character
area.
Introduction of elements that
make no perceptible change to
the tranquillity of the character
area.

Change largely filtered by
intervening vegetation and/or
built form, or viewed obliquely
from the visual receptor.
Very minor loss of or alteration
to one or more characteristics
of the view from a receptor
and broadly similar to prechange view.
Change barely visible.
Character and composition of
view substantially unaltered.
Change from a visual receptor
almost entirely obscured by
intervening vegetation and/or
built form.

Significance of Effect

AF

T

No change

Typical Criteria Definitions

The two principal criteria determining significance are the sensitivity of the

R

receptor to change as a result of the Project, and the magnitude of the impact.
In order to come to an overall conclusion on the significance of

D

landscape/townscape and visual effects, the separate judgements about the
sensitivity of the receptors and the magnitude of the impacts need to be
combined. The assessment combines the sensitivity of the receptors with the
predicted magnitude of impact, in order to establish the likely significance of
the landscape/townscape and visual effects as shown in Table 12-3.
Table 12-3 Significance of Landscape/Townscape and Visual Effects

Landscape and
Visual Sensitivity

Magnitude of Impact or Effect
High

Medium

Low

Negligible

No
Change

High

Large

Large/
Moderate

Moderate

Slight

Neutral

Medi
um

Large/Mod
erate

Moderate

Slight/
Moderate

Slight/
Neutral

Neutral

Low

Moderate

Moderate/
Slight

Slight/
Neutral

Slight/
Neutral

Neutral
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Where Table 12-3 offers two potential outcomes, decisions on the overall
significance of effect need to be determined using informed and wellreasoned professional judgement. To help guide the judgements the
following examples of scale of significance and associated descriptions will
be used in the assessment – refer to Table 12-4 below.
Table 12-4 Significance of Effects Criteria for Landscape/Townscape and Visual
Assessment

Significance Typical Description of Effect
of Effect
Visual

Large
beneficial

Would considerably and distinctly
improve and enhance the existing
character.
Would restore valued characteristic
features substantially lost through
other land uses.

A marked improvement in
the existing view.

Moderate
beneficial

Would markedly improve and
enhance the existing character.
Would restore valued characteristics
partially lost through other land uses.

A noticeable
improvement in the
existing view.

D

R

AF

T

Landscape/Townscape

Slight
beneficial

Would improve and enhance the
existing character.
Would restore valued characteristic
features partially lost through other
land uses.

Neutral

Would be compatible with and
maintain the existing character to be
retained.

Slight
adverse

Would be slightly at variance with the
existing character.

Moderate
adverse

Would be at variance with the existing
character.
Would be judged adverse at a local
level.
Would not be wholly compatible with
local environmental policies for the
protection and enhancement of the
landscape/townscape.
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A discernible
improvement to the
existing view.

No perceptible
deterioration or
improvement in the
existing view.
A discernible
deterioration in the view.

A noticeable deterioration
in the view.
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Significance Typical Description of Effect
of Effect

Large
adverse

Landscape/Townscape

Visual

Would be at considerable variance
with the existing character, degrading
its integrity.
Would permanently degrade, diminish
or destroy the integrity of valued
characteristic features, elements
and/or setting.
Would be judged adverse at a
national or regional level.
Would comprehensively conflict with
national or regional environmental
policies for the protection and
enhancement of the
landscape/townscape.

A marked deterioration in
the existing view.

T

Lighting

AF

For sites where substantial lighting is anticipated during construction or
operation, an assessment of visual effects at night time arising from additional
lighting, would also be made, in line with the methodology described for the

R

day time assessment above.

D

Cumulative Effects

As part of the EIA Regulations (2009), the assessment of cumulative effects
is a requirement of the ES. The cumulative assessment considers the likely
cumulative effects on an area as a result of the Project, in addition to other
developments within the study area, which are:


In the process of being built;



Consented but not implemented;



Subject to extant consent applications;



On the national infrastructure programme;



Designated within the relevant local development plant; or



Identified in any other plan or programme, which sets the framework for
future development and which is reasonably likely to be brought forward.
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The construction phase cumulative assessment would consider the effects of
construction of the Project in conjunction with all other major developments
likely to be under construction at the same time within the study area. No
magnitude of change or significance of effect would be described for
cumulative effects.
Cumulative effects arising from the Project will be assessed in Chapter 16.
Mitigation
Landscape mitigation measures were informed by feedback received from
statutory consultees and developed through the iterative design process.
Refer to Mitigation Figures in Appendix 1.2 of the Draft ES.

T

Photographs and Photomontages Methodology

AF

Guidance

All photographs and photomontage images have been produced in

R

accordance with the following guidance:

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (GLVIA), 3rd
Edition, 2013 published by the Landscape Institute and Institute of
Environmental Management and Assessment; and



Advice Note 01/11, ‘Photography and Photomontage in Landscape and
Visual Impact Assessment’, 2011, published by the Landscape Institute.

D



The LVIA is supported by a series of photographs and dimensionally accurate
photomontages illustrating existing views and likely future changes from the
Project. The photomontages are not a substitute to the written assessment
and should be read in conjunction with the LVIA.
The photomontages have been rendered to provide a realistic impression of
the Project and are intended for use by the determining authority and
members of the public to compare the existing baseline view with views of
the Project at Year 1(winter) and Year 15 (summer) . They are designed as
hand held images to be reproduced at A3 size.
Viewpoint locations have been agreed with each Local Authority. Landscape
mitigation planting is shown on the photomontages to illustrate the effects of
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landscape mitigation at Year 1 when planting would be new and immature,
and at Year 15 when it would have achieved its design intension. Native tree,
shrub and hedgerow planting is shown at a height of 0.6 m at Year 1 and is
expected to attain heights of between 2-5 m by Year 15.
Photography
All high resolution photography was carried out by a WSP photographer who
was fully briefed and trained in photography for verifiable imagery.
All photographs were taken with a Digital SLR camera, with 35 mm focal
length lens, mounted on a level panoramic head tripod at 1.8m. This
equipment allows the capture of panoramic images with large fields of view,

be experienced at each viewpoint.

T

to illustrate the full extent of the Project within the local landscape that would

AF

The raw images were imported and saved as Photoshop files. No hue,
saturation or colour adjustments were undertaken on these baseline images.
Individual images were stitched together using an inbuilt Photoshop tool to

R

create a full panorama.

D

Verifiable Photomontage Methodology
A daylight system was created within the Max model to replicate typical
lighting conditions at the viewpoint location, at the approximate time of day
that all the baseline photographs were captured. Textured renders were then
produced from the Max model for both Year 1 and Year 15 at each of the
viewpoint locations.
Whilst the proposed elements are one solid colour in the Max model, some
renders at varied distances and directions to the Project, will result in the
colour appearing lighter or darker. This is as a result of the Project position in
relation to the lighting/shadows cast by the daylight system of the model.
The photomontage textured renders are blended into the baseline
photographs using Adobe Photoshop software. This blend of existing
photography and visualisation produces realistic impressions of how the
Project will look on completion. The blending technique includes the removal
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or inclusion of certain elements of the rendered images to ensure that the
Project appears at the correct depth of view, either in front or behind the
existing terrain and landscape within each viewpoint.
In addition to this depth of view editing, certain viewpoints required the
application of hue and saturation filters to match the atmospheric conditions
of the baseline photographs. These filters were employed where the location
of the proposed Project appears in the distant background of the camera
view. Existing landscape and terrain at such distances have a slight mist/grain
appearance and so the hue and saturation filters were employed on the
proposed renders to match this appearance.
Each photomontage has a unique correct viewing distance. This is the
distance at which the perspective in the photograph correctly reconstructs the

T

perspective seen from the point at which the photograph was taken. In order

AF

to calculate the correct viewing distance the field of view has to be derived.
The field of view is defined as the angular extent of a given scene that is
imaged by a camera and is determined by the focal length of the lens and the
size of sensor. In photography, the field of view is that part of the world that

R

is visible through the camera at a particular position and orientation in space;

D

objects outside the FOV when the picture is taken are not recorded in the
photograph. It is most often expressed as the angular size of the view cone,
as an angle of view. For normal lens, field of view can be calculated FOV = 2
arctan(SensorSize/2f), where f is focal length.
Verifiable photomontages will be produced for operation year 1 (winter) and
operation year 15 (summer).
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LOCAL PLANNING POLICY
Cherwell District Local Plan 2006-2031


ESD10 Protection and Enhancement of Biodiversity and the Natural
Environment includes the statements:

“In considering proposals for development, a net gain in biodiversity will be
sought by protecting, managing, enhancing and extending existing
resources, and by creating new resources;
“The protection of trees will be encouraged, with an aim to increase the
number of trees in the district. The reuse of soils will be sought;
“Development proposals will be expected to incorporate features to
encourage biodiversity, and retain and where possible enhance existing

T

features of nature conservation value within the site. Existing ecological

AF

networks should be identified and maintained to avoid habitat fragmentation,
and ecological corridors should form an essential component of green
infrastructure provision in association with new development to ensure



R

habitat connectivity.”

ESD11 Conservation Target Areas states:

D

12.2

“Where development is proposed within or adjacent to a Conservation Target
Area biodiversity surveys and a report will be required to identify constraints
and opportunities for biodiversity enhancement. Development which would
prevent the aims of a Conservation Target Area being achieved will not be
permitted. Where there is potential for development, the design and layout of
the development, planning conditions or obligations will be used to secure
biodiversity enhancement to help achieve the aims of the Conservation
Target Area.”
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ESD13 Local Landscape Protection and Enhancement states that:

“Opportunities will be sought to secure the enhancement of the character and
appearance of the landscape, particularly in urban fringe locations, through
the restoration, management or enhancement of existing landscapes,
features or habitats and where appropriate the creation of new ones,
including the planting of woodlands, trees and hedgerows.
“Development will be expected to respect and enhance local landscape
character, securing appropriate mitigation where damage to local landscape
character cannot be avoided. Proposals will not be permitted if they would:
“Cause undue visual intrusion into the open countryside;

AF

“Be inconsistent with local character;

T

“Cause undue harm to important natural landscape features and topography;

“Impact on areas judged to have a high level of tranquillity;

R

“Harm the setting of settlements, buildings, structures or other landmark



D

features, or Harm the historic value of the landscape.”
ESD16 The Character of the Built and Historic Environment states that:

“Successful design is founded upon an understanding and respect for an
area’s unique built, natural and cultural context. New development will be
expected to complement and enhance the character of its context through
sensitive siting, layout and high quality design. All new development will be
required to meet high design standards. Where development is in the vicinity
of any of the district’s distinctive natural or historic assets, delivering high
quality design that complements the asset will be essential.”


ESD18 Green Infrastructure states that the district’s green infrastructure
network will be maintained and enhanced through the following measures:

“Pursuing opportunities for joint working to maintain and improve the green
infrastructure network, whilst protecting sites of importance for nature
conservation;
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“Protecting and enhancing existing sites and features forming part of the
green infrastructure network and improving sustainable connectivity between
sites in accordance with policies on supporting a modal shift in transport;
“Ensuring that green infrastructure network considerations are integral to the
planning of new development. Proposals should maximise the opportunity to
maintain and extend green infrastructure links to form a multi-functional
network of open space, providing opportunities for walking and cycling, and
connecting the towns to the urban fringe and the wider countryside beyond.”
Aylesbury Vale District Local Plan (AVDLP)
This covers the Study Areas of Aylesbury, Claydon/ Quainton and Winslow/

T

Swanbourne.
The relevant save policies relating to landscape/townscape and visual



AF

impacts include the following:

GP.35 Design of new development proposals, states that the design
should respect and complement:

R

“The physical characteristics of the site and the surroundings”;

D

“The building tradition, ordering, form and materials of the locality”;
“The historic scale and context of the setting”;
“The natural qualities and features of the area”; and
“The effect on important public views and skylines.”


GP.39 Existing trees and hedgerows, states that in considering
applications for development affecting trees or hedges, the council will:

“Require a survey of the site and the trees and hedges concerned”;
“Serve tree preservation orders to protect trees with public amenity value”;
and
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“Impose conditions on planning permissions to ensure the retention or
replacement of trees and hedgerows of amenity, landscape or wildlife
importance, and their protection during construction.”


GP.40 Retention of existing trees and hedgerows states:

“In dealing with planning proposals the Council will oppose the loss of trees,
particularly native Black Poplars, and hedgerows of amenity, landscape or
wildlife value.”


GP.84 Public rights of way, states that:

“In considering applications for development affecting a public right of way
the Council will have regard to the convenience, amenity and public
enjoyment of the route and the desirability of its retention or improvement for

T

users, including people with disabilities. Planning conditions will be imposed

AF

on planning permissions, or planning obligations sought, to enhance public
rights of way retained within development railways”, and
“Where it is proposed to stop up or divert a public right of way to enable

R

development to take place, permission will only be granted where there is an

D

existing suitable alternative route, or provision is so made.”
Areas of Attractive Landscape, identified in the County Structure Plan, and
Local Landscape Areas, defined by the District Council, have particular
landscape features and qualities that are considered appropriate for
protection. Landscape Designations are illustrated in the following Figures:


EWR_06_Natural_Ecological_CQU;



EWR_07_Natural_Ecological_WIS; and



EWR_01_Natural_Ecological_AYL.

Policy RA.8 Development in the Areas of Attractive Landscape and Local
Landscape Areas, states that:
“Development proposals in these areas should respect their landscape
character. Development that adversely affects this character will not be
permitted, unless appropriate mitigation measures can be secured”.
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“Where permission is granted the Council will impose conditions or seek
planning obligations to ensure the mitigation of any harm caused to the
landscape interest.”
Wycombe District Local Plan (adopted 2004)
Relevant policies saved from 2007 awaiting completion of the new Local
Development Framework. The Core Strategy was adopted in 2008 and the
Delivery and Site Allocations Plan was adopted in 2013. Relevant policies
relating to the LVIA include the following:
General Development


G7 Development in relation to topography, states that:

T

“Detailed proposals for development or redevelopment of sites located within

AF

valley sides or floors, or upon prominent hilltops or ridgelines should
demonstrate to what extent available views form surrounding hills or valleys
have been taken into account.”

G11 Trees and hedgerows, states that:

R



D

“Development proposals will be required to retain existing trees and
hedgerows of good quality and/or visual significance;
“In respect of trees, in appropriate cases tree preservation orders (TPO) will
be made if it is considered expedient in the interests of amenity;
“Where trees subject to TPOs are removed, replacement planting of another
tree of a suitable size and species will normally be required;
“In respect of hedgerows the council will in appropriate circumstances issue
hedgerow retention notices, and resist the removal of important hedgerows
which are valuable in historical, wildlife or landscape terms.”


G16 Light pollution, states that in considering proposals which involve
prolonged illumination of external or open space:
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“…the council will seek to ensure that any scheme of lighting minimises glare
and light spillage from the development site, having regard to the nature and
sensitivity of adjacent land uses and the character of the surrounding area.”
Landscape and Nature Conservation


L1 Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) states that in
considering proposals for development within the AONB:

“Special attention will be paid to the conservation of its scenic beauty and to
any wildlife interest;
“Major development will not be permitted except where it is proven to be in
the public interest and where no suitable alternative site is available, such

T

proposals will be assessed having regard to:
“Any detrimental effects on the environment and the local landscape and the

AF

extent to which such effects may be avoided or mitigated.”
And that:

R

“Development will not be permitted which, although not itself located within
the AONB, would have a demonstrably detrimental effect on its special



D

character or appearance.”

L4 Incidental Open Space states that:

“Planning permission will not be given for proposals involving the loss,
fragmentation or reduction in size of incidental open spaces, where they
contribute to the character and appearance of the area.”


L6 Woodlands states that:

“Planning permission will not be given for proposals involving the loss,
fragmentation or reduction in size of woodlands.”
Heritage


HE3 Development Affecting the Settings of Listed Buildings states that:
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“Planning permission will not be granted for development which would
adversely affect the setting of any listed building.”


HE11 Development Adjoining a Conservation Area states that:

“Development will not be permitted which, although not located within a
conservation area might nevertheless have a visibly adverse effect upon the
area’s special character or appearance, including intrusiveness with respect
to any recognised or recorded familiar views affecting the designated area.”


HE18 Scheduled Ancient Monuments states that:

“Development will not be permitted which has an adverse effect upon the site
or setting of a Scheduled Ancient Monument.”
HE20 Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest states that:

T



AF

“Development likely to have an adverse effect upon the special historic
interest or setting of existing parks and gardens will not be permitted.”



R

Recreation and Tourism

RT15 The Ridgeway Path states that:

D

“The District Council supports the designated Ridgeway Path as defined on
the Proposals Map and will seek to protect the route and its visual corridor
when considering any proposals that might affect it.”
Core Strategy


Policy CS17 Environmental Assets states that the Council will conserve
and improve the environmental assets of the District by requiring:

“The conservation and enhancement of the Chilterns Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty and its setting.”
“The conservation and enhancement of landscape character, with reference
to national and county-level landscape character assessments and, where
appropriate, landscape character defined in more detail at local level.”
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Supplementary Planning Guidance
ADV 11 The Hedgerow Advice Note, (2008) gives advice on species
selection, planting and maintenance of native hedgerows in the district.
Further planning context is provided in the Planning Policy chapter, (Chapter
5)
Milton Keynes Local Plan
The plan adopted in 2005, includes the following saved policies relating to
landscape and visual impact:
Strategic Policies
S11 Areas of Attractive Landscape within the 5 km study area are
described as follows:

T



AF

o The Brickhills;

o The Ouse Valley, north and west of Newport Pagnell.
“Within these areas, development should:

R

“Not damage the special character of the area;

D

“Enhance important landscape features where possible;
“Protect and enhance features of nature conservation value; and
“Retain and improve public access and opportunities for countryside
recreation.”


S12 Linear Parks within the 5 km study area are described as follows:
o The Ouse Valley, from the Borough boundary at Passenham to the
M1 motorway;
o The Ouzel/Lovat valley, from Water Eaton to the River Ouse, including
the valleys of the Broughton and Caldecotte Brooks within the city;
o The Loughton Brook valley;

Development proposals in the Linear Parks should contribute to achieving the
following objectives:
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“Protecting and improving the landscape;
“Protecting and enhancing features of nature conservation value;
“Retaining and improving public access to land and water areas for
countryside recreation;
“Flood control;
“Minimising any adverse impact on local residents and agriculture;
“Protecting and interpreting areas of archaeological interest.”
Design
D1 Impact of Development Proposals on Locality states that planning
permission will be refused for development that would be harmful for any
of the following reasons:

AF

T



“Inadequate drainage, which would adversely affect surface water disposal,
including flood control, or overload the existing foul drainage system;

R

“An unacceptable visual intrusion or loss of privacy, sunlight and daylight;

or land;

D

“Unacceptable pollution by noise, smell, light or other emission to air, water

“Physical damage to the site and neighbouring property including statutorily
protected and other important built and natural features and wildlife habitats.”
Natural Environment


NE4 Conserving and Enhancing Landscape Character states that:

“Where development in the open countryside is acceptable in principle under
other policies in this plan, it should respect the particular character of the
surrounding landscape.”
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Milton Keynes Core Strategy
This plan, adopted in 2013, includes the following policy related to landscape,
townscape and visual impact:
The Historic and Natural Environment


CS19 The Historic and Natural Environment states that:

“Developments will protect and enhance the significance of the Borough’s
Heritage Assets, including important elements of the 20th Century New Town
architecture.

Development

proposals

must

consider

the

character,

appearance and setting of sites, buildings, structures, areas, parks and
gardens and landscapes that are of historic, architectural, cultural,

T

biodiversity or archaeological significance; and

AF

“Development will protect and enhance the condition and strength of
character of the different landscapes of the Borough and respect their local
and Borough-wide significance as identified in a Landscape Character

R

Assessment.”

D

In order to maximise biodiversity we will:
“Protect and enhance the hierarchy of national, regional and local sites within
the Borough as well as BAP Priority Habitats and species;
“Provide nationally designated sites and statutorily protected species with the
highest level of protection;

“Ensure that damage to the biodiversity and geological resource of the
Borough will be avoided wherever possible. Where unavoidable it will be
minimised through mitigation or if mitigation is not possible, by compensation,
by provision of replacement habitat of higher quality to achieve a net gain in
biodiversity;
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“Create and enhance habitats to help wildlife adapt to the impact of climate
change;
“Seek opportunities for habitat protection, restoration and creation to meet
the objectives of the UK and Bucks & Milton Keynes Biodiversity Action Plan
and aims of the Biodiversity Opportunity Areas;
“Support biodiversity recording and monitoring, in particular the work of the
Buckinghamshire and Milton Keynes Environmental Records Centre.”
Central Bedfordshire Core Strategy and Development Management Policies
(adopted 2009)
Relevant policies from the Central Bedfordshire Core Strategy and
Management

Policies

(adopted

2009)

relating

to

T

Development

AF

landscape/townscape and visual impacts include the following:
Natural and Built Environment

CS15 Heritage states that the Council will:

R



“Conserve and where appropriate enhance the quality and integrity of the

D

local built and natural environment, including historic structures or open green
spaces considered to be of special local interest.”


CS16 Landscape and Woodland states that the Council will:

“Conserve and enhance the varied countryside character and local
distinctiveness in accordance with the findings of the Mid Bedfordshire
Landscape Character Assessment;
“Continue to support the creation of the Forest of Marston Vale recognising
the need to regenerate the environmentally damaged landscape through
woodland creation to achieve the target of 30%woodland cover in the Forest
area by 2030;
“Conserve woodlands including ancient and semi-natural woodland,
hedgerows and veteran trees; and
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“Promote an increase in tree cover outside of the Forest of Marston Vale,
where it would not threaten other valuable habitats.”


CS17 Green Infrastructure states that the Council will:

“Seek a net gain in green infrastructure through the protection and
enhancement of assets and provision of new green spaces as set out in the
Strategic, Mid Bedfordshire and Parish Green Infrastructure Plans;
“Require new development to contribute towards the delivery of new green
infrastructure and the management of a linked network of new and enhanced
open spaces and corridors; and
“Development that would fragment or prejudice the green infrastructure

CS18 Biodiversity and Geological Conservation states that the Council
will:

“Support

the

AF



T

network will not be permitted.”

maintenance

and

enhancement

of

habitats,

identify

opportunities to create buffer zones and restore and repair fragmented and

D

R

isolated habitats to form biodiversity networks.”

Development Management Policies
Two areas within the district will have special measures applied to the
management of development proposals in order to enhance and conserve
the landscape. One is the Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty that
covers a small part of the south of the district around Harlington and the
Pegsdon Hills. The other is the Forest of Marston Vale that is one of twelve
community forests in England created in the 1990s. The Forest area is
dominated by minerals extraction and subsequent landfill operations, and the
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main objective of the organisation is the environmental regeneration of the
scarred landscape.


DM14 Landscape and Woodland states that:

“Planning applications are assessed against the impact the proposed
development will have on the landscape, whether positive or negative. The
Landscape Character Assessment will be used to determine the sensitivity of
the landscape and the likely impact. Any proposals that have an unacceptable
impact on the landscape quality of the area will be refused;
“Proposals for development that lie within the Greensand Ridge or the Flit
Valley will be required to conserve or enhance the landscape. Any proposals
that have an adverse impact on the landscape in these areas will be rejected

AF

would override this requirement;

T

unless there is a particular need for, or benefit arising from the proposal that

“Proposals for development within the Northern Marston Vale, the Forest of
Marston Vale, Ivel Valley, the urban fringe around the major service centres

R

and along the main road corridors will be required to provide landscape
enhancement on or adjacent to the development site or contribute towards

D

landscape enhancement in these areas;

“Trees, woodland and hedgerows in the district will be protected by requiring
developers to retain and protect such features in close proximity to building
works. Tree Preservations Orders will be used to protect trees under threat
from development. Any trees or hedgerows lost will be expected to be
replaced;
“Tree planting or contributions towards planting for the purposes of enhancing
the landscape will be sought from new developments. Any planting for the
purposes of mitigating the carbon impact of new development will be sought
in line with government advice.”
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DM15 Biodiversity states that:

“The use of native and locally appropriate species, including locally sourced
plants and seeds and plants of local provenance, in planting schemes will be
required where appropriate.”
Bedford Borough Local Plan (adopted 2002)
Relevant policies saved from 2007 awaiting the new Local Plan and
supporting the adopted Core Strategy and Rural Issues Plan. The relevant
saved policies relating to landscape/townscape and visual impacts include
the following:
Natural Environment
NE4 Trees and Woodland states that:

T



AF

“In considering proposals for development, the Borough Council will seek to
protect and retain trees and hedges, which it considers to be of amenity,
landscape or wildlife significance. Where development is permitted,

to:

R

conditions will be applied and, where appropriate, legal agreements sought

D

“Secure landscaping, tree and hedgerow planting on or adjacent to such sites
appropriate to the character of the development and its setting, including
using native species of local origin where suitable;
“Protect existing and new planting;
“Secure structural planting where required;
“Secure the conditions to allow existing or newly planted trees to grow
unhindered to full maturity;
“Provide for the reinstatement or replacement of such features consequently
lost or adversely affected.”


NE6 Woodland states that in considering proposals for development, the
Borough Council will:
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“Protect areas of woodland which it considers to be of landscape, amenity
and/or, wildlife significance;
“Protect ancient woodlands by a presumption against development or any
potentially damaging use;
“Seek appropriate management;
“Encourage the creation of new woodland especially on ridges and hills.”


NE12 Retention of Landscape Features states that:

“Where landscape features are to be retained, or created, the Borough
Council will need to be satisfied that adequate provision has been made for
their retention, protection, management and maintenance. Applications are

T

required to show details of safeguards protecting the feature both during



AF

construction and after completion of development.”
NE18 Safeguarding Open Space states that development will only be
permitted where:

R

“It will not adversely affect the built character of villages or the urban area;

buildings;

D

“It will not result in the adverse loss of open space between or adjacent to

“It will not result in the loss of wildlife habitat.”
Built Environment


BE9 Conservation states that:

“The Borough Council will seek to protect the character and appearance of
conservation areas shown on the Proposals Map, through the careful control
of development and by general support for enhancement schemes. Within
such areas proposals which fail to preserve or enhance their character will
not be permitted.”


BE21 The Setting of Listed Buildings states that:
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“The Borough Council will seek to preserve and enhance the setting of listed
buildings by appropriate control over the design of new development in their
vicinity, over the use of adjacent land, and where appropriate, by the
preservation of trees and landscape features.”


BE26 Historic Parks and Gardens states that:

“Development which would have an adverse effect on the site, setting or
enjoyment of any part of the grounds of historic parks and gardens will not be
permitted.”


BE40 Landscaping states:

“The Borough Council will regard, where appropriate, the extent to which a
development makes use of tree planting in the highway and on open spaces

T

in order to soften the built environment and reduce its visual impact, as a

Leisure and Recreation

LR10 Access to the Countryside states that the Borough Council will:

R



AF

material consideration in determining planning applications.”

“Safeguard existing footpath/bridleway links and ensure they are successfully

D

incorporated into new development or diverted as appropriate;

“Seek opportunities to enhance existing footpath, bridleway and cycle
networks in conjunction with new development in particular from the urban
area into the countryside and where appropriate, the Forest of Marston Vale;
“Seek opportunities where appropriate for additional river crossings as part
of the overall improvements to the network; and,
“Wherever possible, ensure that new footpaths/bridleways are suitable for
disabled people.”
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The Bedford Core Strategy and Rural Issues Plan (adopted 2008)
The relevant policies include the following:


CP2 Sustainable Development Principles on the development and use of
land includes the following:

“The character and quality of local landscapes are preserved and where
appropriate enhanced; and
“Important historic and cultural features are protected.”


CP 22 Green Infrastructure states that:

“Existing green infrastructure of both local and strategic importance will be
protected from development”.

T

“Where appropriate, development will provide green infrastructure in

AF

accordance with adopted local standards. Where provision on site is not
possible or preferred, a contribution towards off-site provision or where
appropriate, enhancement will be required.”
CP23 Heritage states that:

R



D

“Development will be required to protect and where appropriate enhance:
“The character of conservation areas, scheduled ancient monuments, historic
parks and gardens, listed buildings and other important historic or
archaeological features;
“The borough’s cultural assets, including its landscape, in order to underpin
sense of place, cultural identity and promote quality of life.”


CP24 Landscape Protection and Enhancement states that:

“The landscape and character of the borough will be conserved and where
appropriate enhanced;
“The Marston Vale will be the focus for landscape enhancement and
restoration and the council will continue to support the Forest of Marston Vale;
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“New development should protect and where appropriate enhance the quality
and character of the landscape. The nature and scale of development should

D

R

AF

T

be appropriate within the wider landscape.”
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LANDSCAPE CHARACTER AREAS
This section includes an overview of the elements that form the landscape
baseline and identifies the landscape/townscape character areas influenced
by published character assessments prepared at district local scales covering
the full extent of the study areas.
Cherwell District Council (CDC) Sub-Section
District
The Project passes through Cherwell District Council Local Character Areas:
Otmoor Lowlands and Oxfordshire Estate Farmlands.
There is some inconsistency in the definitions of landscape areas in the

T

above mentioned documents, as they were prepared by two different
Authorities. The Regional Landscape Character Types are shown graphically

AF

on the Landscape Character Areas Figure 12.1.4 CDC Local Character Areas
due to the poor quality of existing documentation at a district level, however
it was decided to use the Cherwell District Council Local Character Areas to

R

inform the Landscape Character baseline description at the local level, due
to the greater level of description and analysis in this document.

D

12.3

Otmoor Lowlands to the south of the Project are situated on flat, low-lying
floodplain and are characterised by:


Open farmland and remnants of traditional wet meadows and pasture;



Areas rich in habitat in contrast to areas where drainage improvements
have converted pasture to arable; and



Military development, which has had a considerable influence on
settlement and land use.

Oxfordshire Estate Farmlands are situated on the limestone belt to the north
of the Project and are characterised by:


A rolling landform; and



A distinctive pattern of woodlands and mixed farmland associated with
eighteenth century estates.
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Specific Local Landscape Character
The study area contains pockets of ‘transitional character’, including industrial
and urban contexts typical of the urban fringes of Bicester and set within a
predominantly rural landscape.
The isolated hills of Graven Hill and Arncott also have a discrete character of
their own, contrasting with the predominantly flat topography and
characterised by wooded brows and surrounding military developments.
South of the River Ray; the landscape of Otmoor is open and low lying, flat,
poorly drained, and subject to flooding. Settlement is sparse and typically
located on slightly raised ground. Where the fields have been drained, a low
lying flat arable farmland with weak structure has formed. Trees are few and

T

generally are found along the river banks (willow) or occasional field
boundaries and hedgerows are few. The existing single track railway

AF

represents a linear feature that passes predominantly through the rural
landscape. Its vegetated corridor absorbs and integrates its presence into the
landscape.

R

The Project Area falls within a ‘restoration landscape’ as defined in the

D

Cherwell District Council Landscape Assessment Enhancement Strategy.
The area is characterised as follows:
“The character and structure are often quite seriously degraded, although
they do retain some discernible remnants of their former character…the
landscape has lost its rural character and become visually degraded, in some
instances as a result of intrusive built development, around the urban fringes
or along transport corridors.”
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Claydon/Quainton (AVDC) Sub-Section
District
A Landscape character appraisal covering areas within the Claydon/Quainton
(AVDC) Sub-Section study area was prepared by Aylesbury Vale District
Council and Buckinghamshire County Council, by Jacobs Engineering UK
Ltd; “Aylesbury Vale Landscape Character Assessment”. Another study
entitled “Defining the special qualities of local landscape designations in
Aylesbury Vale District” by LUC August 2015 identifies a local landscape area
(LLA) within the study area.
Within the study area there are 11 Landscape Character Areas (LCA),and

T

one Local Landscape Area (LLA) as described below
The Project passes through and /or adjoins eight LCAs as follows. Refer to

AF

Figure 12.2.4. CQU Local Character Areas.
LCA 4.12 Winslow Ridge (west)

R

“The landscape retains a strong balanced and well-structured agricultural
character despite its close proximity to Winslow. Busy roads bounded by

D

strong hedgerows often with landmark trees are a feature of the area.”
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a very good
condition with moderate sensitivity with and overall guidelines to conserve
and reinforce.
LCA 5.4 Twyford Vale
“The area contains the shallow valley of the Claydon and Padbury Brooks
and their confluence. The valley has gently sloping sides with areas towards
the centre which seem almost flat. The farming is mixed with slightly more
pasture particularly close to rivers. The area has a low density of settlement.
There are good views across the valley, which often focus on villages and
church spires on the valley sides. There is little woodland and tree cover. The
strongest tree lines and visual interest is generally adjacent to meandering
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watercourses, where pollarded willows are a feature. Remote and tranquil
close to watercourses”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a good condition
with moderate sensitivity with and overall guidelines to conserve and
reinforce.
LCA 5.6 Claydon Valley
“The shallow valley has a strong agricultural character notable for its lack of
settlement and locally strong field pattern. The area has very small blocks of
woodland and variable tree cover in hedgerows. There are good views across
the valley from the upper valley sides”.

T

The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a good condition
with moderate sensitivity with and overall guidelines to conserve and

AF

reinforce.

LCA 5.9 Westcott Claylands

R

“A large area of gently sloping low ground in predominantly pastoral use. It is

D

unified by good hedge pattern around small to medium fields. The condition
of hedgerows is very variable with noticeable areas where hedgerows are
very gappy and fragmented. There is little woodland.
The village of Quainton with its landmark windmill lies on the area’s northern
edge. Quainton and Waddesdon just over the LCA boundary are larger
villages than found in most surrounding countryside. Views from the area tend
to focus on Quainton Hill or Waddesdon Manor estate.
The area comprises three small stream valleys; each has a slightly different
character. The southern part of the area where the stream feeds into the
Chearsley Narrow Valley LCA 5.10, there is a remote and tranquil character
and it is not accessible by roads. In the central section there is some visual
intrusion associated with the A41 and adjacent development. Westcott airfield
is extensive and includes an industrial area. The sheds, runway and chain
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link fencing are visually intrusive in a small area close to the A41. In the north
the area is predominantly agricultural with hills to the north being the focus of
views. The area generally has an open agricultural character, which in places
is disturbed by uses other than agriculture”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a very good
condition with moderate sensitivity with and overall guidelines to conserve
and reinforce.
LCA 7.1 Poundon Charndon Settled Hills
‘A line of linked low domed hills which form a small ridge across the
surrounding lower farmland. The majority of the area is in grassland with
some arable farming. The fields are generally small or medium sized. There

T

is noticeably more pasture close to streamlines. There are only very small

AF

woodland fragments. There are several small settlements straddling the high
ground. In comparison to the adjacent lower character areas this area is well
settled. There are no roads along the top of the high ground but there are

R

footpaths along most of the highest areas. Grendon and Springhill prisons
are visual detractors at the far southern end. There are good views out across

D

the surrounding lower ground, particularly from Poundon Hill where there is
a communications mast and complex’.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a good condition
with moderate sensitivity with and overall guidelines to conserve and
reinforce.
LCA 7.2 Calvert Clay Pits
“This area has a disturbed character in several distinctly different parts. In the
north two former clay pits have been flooded to create lakes surrounded by
woodland; these are for recreation and wildlife benefit. The central area,
which was the former brickworks is now a new residential area whilst the brick
pits to the south are being used for landfill. The currently active landfill areas
have formed a low hill with a small electricity generating plant. There are
further pits to the south with permission for landfilling. The character of the
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active landfill is visually intrusive with pipes laid over landform and vehicular
movements close to the top of the hill”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a poor condition
with low sensitivity with and overall guidelines to create.
LCA 7.3 Claydon Bowl
“A bowl with high ground on the edge and a gently undulating centre sloping
from east to west. This is a transitional area between the wooded farmland in
the south and Twyford Vale in the north. It is a lively and visually rich area
with historic settlements running along the ridges and Claydon Park in the
centre of the bowl. The influence of the estate management goes beyond the
parkland. There is generally more settlement and activity than in the

T

surrounding low ground. The landscape character is that of a cohesive

AF

agricultural landscape with attractive historic settlements in prominent
locations. The house and parkland with lakes lie at the centre of the area.
The surrounding woodland and gateway are visible from the wider landscape.

R

Views within the area tend to focus on the parkland, woodland on the
southern edge and villages on the ridge”.

D

The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a very good
condition with moderate sensitivity with and overall guidelines to conserve
and reinforce.
LCA 7.4 Kingswood Wooded Farmland
“A gently sloping or undulating landform with some small hills. It is
predominantly pastoral with large areas of ancient woodland. The south of
the area was once part of the medieval hunting ground of Bernwood.
Hedgerows are generally strong and clipped with fine mature oak trees
adding to the sense of a landscape with good tree cover. To the south of
Grendon Underwood there is a line of small hills. Although there is settlement
within the area it is mostly at the edges, much of the area retains a slightly
forgotten character with areas of less intensive management and narrow
curving lanes.
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Views within the area are generally across open farmland with good tree
cover whilst those out of the area are generally up to Finemere Hill LCA 9.1
and down to Marsh Gibbon Vale LCA 8.1. There is little visual intrusion
although the landfill operations at Calvert Claypits LCA 7.2 and the young
offenders Institution at Grendon have an impact on the north western edge.
Traffic and small development adjacent to the A41 also has a slight negative
impact but this is very localised. There is also a pylon line across the centre
of the area. This remains however, a good quality agricultural landscape
unified by a strong hedgerow pattern often with fine and veteran oaks. The
woodland cover is good. It retains a good sense of place and sometimes a
remote slightly hidden character”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a good condition

T

with moderate sensitivity with and overall guidelines to conserve and

LLA 10. Poundon Hill

AF

reinforce.

R

The LLA occurs wholly within the LCA 07 Wooded Rolling Hills and Lowlands
but its boundaries do not correspond. The statement of significance is as

D

follows:

“Poundon Hill is the highest and largest of a series of low hills that extend
from the Oxfordshire boundary towards Edgcott. Although the site has a
wireless station with its associated aerials and buildings, it remains a
relatively prominent and distinctive landscape feature”.
Special features include:


A relatively distinctive landform – the most elevated part of a low ridge
across the surrounding lower farmland, making the hill a local feature;



The mast on the hill is a local landmark;



Long views out from the top of the hill;



Early 20th Century mansion and designated landscape of Poundon
House used to by the Special Operations Executive during the Second
World War for the development and cracking of codes and ciphers; and
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Medieval landscape – The area was once part of Bernwood Forest in the
early 13th Century and there are surviving irregular pre 18th Century fields
and evidence of ridge and furrow.

LCA 8.1 Marsh Gibbon Vale
“This vale is unified by its landform and strong hedgerow pattern. It remains
predominantly pastoral with significant areas of archaeological and biological
interest. Fields are generally medium sized and regular in shape. The wetland
nature of the area is evident in the frequent tree-lined meandering
watercourses. Views are generally medium distance and focus on higher
ground on the edge of the area or the settlement of Marsh Gibbon. There is
also often great visual interest along the watercourses themselves. The area
is generally sparsely settled with farms on the higher ground at the edges of

T

the area. The village of Marsh Gibbon in the north of the area is quite large
and has many interesting vernacular buildings. Traffic on the A41 and nearby

AF

pylon line are visually intrusive but away from this there is a tranquil and
sometimes remote character to the area”.

R

The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a very good
condition with moderate sensitivity with and overall guidelines to conserve

D

and reinforce.

LCA 8.5 Northern Vale

“Open vale landscape emphasised by very low level settlement, limited
topography, large scale landscape pattern and the hills lying to the north and
south which define the visual horizon in most views. Despite the proximity of
Aylesbury often clearly visible, there is a sense of isolation away from the A41
and A413”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a good condition
with high sensitivity with and overall guidelines to conserve.
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LCA 9.1 Finemere Hill
“A hill which is most distinctive where it rises from lower ground to the south,
and is most notable for its high density of woodland cover, the majority of
which is ancient woodland. The majority of the rest of the area retains pre
18th century enclosure pattern and has good strong hedgerows around small
irregular fields. Although in places the hedgerow pattern has been lost or the
hedgerows are very fragmented. The only settlement in the area is a few
scattered farms and Finemere Hill house close to the top of the hill and a local
land mark. There is no road access to the area but a good network of public
rights of way. The bridleway along the top of the hill affords panoramic views.
The area has a great visual appeal and this largely relates to the landform,
high level of woodland cover and long distance views. In some locations,

T

particularly on top of the hill or within woods there is a remote and wild

AF

character. ”.

The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having very good

R

condition with high sensitivity with and overall guidelines to conserve.
LCA 9.2 Quainton Hill

D

“Directly north of the village of Quainton, slopes are steep and predominant
land use is grazing. The hill tops are exposed and are used for water storage
(reservoir). The area is unsettled except for some local farmsteads however,
Quainton village (not within the LCA) sits on the lowest slopes of the southern
edge. There are long distance views over surrounding countryside including
Waddesdon, Quainton windmill, located within Quainton is a local landmark
and the foreground of views to the south. The area is popular with recreational
walkers being on the route of the North Bucks Way long distance footpath”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a good condition
with high sensitivity with and overall guidelines to conserve.
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Specific Local Landscape Character
The undulating landform, rich landscape of woodland, low intensity farming
with evidence of ‘ridge and furrow’, and established hedgerow and hedgerow
trees, provide a landscape of high quality throughout the study area.
Villages and parkland with strong historic associations strengthened by quiet
meandering lanes create a remote character with high levels of tranquillity
away from major roads and settlements, and villages contain many
vernacular buildings of stone and thatch, making attractive historic
settlements.
Elements that disturb this rural character are the Greatmoor EfW site and the
Calvert landfill site,industrial buildings to its south which are located on the

T

site of former brickworks and adjacent to the existing railway. These sites
have localised negative impacts on the landscape. Existing pylon lines,

AF

particularly in the Claydon Valley have a wider impact on the surrounding
landscape, and traffic and development along the A41 south of Grendon
Underwood creates an intrusive element within the local landscape.

R

The existing railway, flanked for most of its length by linear belts of trees and

D

scrub and occasionally in cutting, sits unobtrusively in the landscape.
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Winslow/Swanbourne (AVDC) Sub-Section
District
Landscape character of Winslow/Swanbourne Sub-Section was prepared by
Aylesbury Vale District Council and Buckinghamshire County Council, by
Jacobs Engineering UK Ltd; “Aylesbury Vale Landscape Character
Assessment”.
Within the Study Area there are 11 LCA. Refer to Figure 12.3.4. WIS Local
Character Areas.
The Project passes through and/or adjoins seven LCAs as follows:

T

LCA 4.8 Horwood Claylands
“An undulating landscape with mixed agricultural use. The area is drained by

AF

a number of streams draining towards the southwest. Two major settlements
Great Horwood and Little Horwood are connected by a network of local
narrow roads and lanes. There are varying field sizes particularly in the east

R

with smaller paddocks adjacent to settlements in the west. Small copses and
fragments of woodland located on the north east boundary of the area relate

D

to the original Whaddon Chase (Hunting Forest)”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a good condition
with moderate sensitivity and overall guidelines to conserve and reinforce.
LCA 4.9 Newton Longville-Stoke Hammond Claylands
“The character of the area is defined by rolling clay farmland draining towards
the River Ouzel catchment. There is scarce woodland cover, however trees
area feature of some hedgerows. There are some visual detractors including
the fringe of the former brickworks at Newton Longville and the west coast
mainline railway at Stoke Hammond”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a medium
condition with low sensitivity and overall guidelines to enhance and reinforce.
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LCA 4.10 Greenway Open Farmland
“The character of the area is defined by the narrow ridge of higher ground
and the arable use in the medium to large sized fields. The construction of a
now disused airfield over a large section of the ridge has destroyed much of
the original hedgerow pattern. Those hedges that remain vary but are
generally cut low and contain few trees so there are wide unobstructed views
across and out of the area”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a very poor
condition with moderate sensitivity with and overall guidelines to restore and
enhance.

T

LCA 4.11 Mursely-Soulbury Claylands
“Eroded edge of a clay plateau with a shallow ridge running between Mursley

AF

and Stewkley. An incised network of valleys has produced a series of rolling
ridges with streams between that drain both towards the Ouzel valley to the
east and the River Thame in the west. Settlements are located on the drier

R

ridge tops. Straight roads cut across the rolling landform. There are numerous
ponds springs and streams dispersed over the area. Wet valley bottoms,

D

often with self-set willow copses are a common feature. The field pattern is a
dominant characteristic of this mixed farming landscape bounded by a
mixture of clipped and overgrown hedges and groups of mature hedgerow
trees. There is a local concentration of woodland cover at Liscombe Park to
the south”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a very good
condition with moderate sensitivity with and overall guidelines to conserve
and enhance.
LCA 4.12 Winslow Ridge (east and west)
“The landscape retains a strong balanced and well-structured agricultural
character despite its close proximity to Winslow. Busy roads bounded by
strong hedgerows often with landmark trees are a feature of the area”.
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The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a very good
condition with moderate sensitivity with and overall guidelines to conserve
and enhance.
LCA 5.5 Claydon Tributary
“A small valley draining from the higher claylands to the east and north down
to Claydon Brook in the west, which has a strong landscape pattern defined
by hedgerows. Away from the roads and close to the valley bottom there is
sometimes a remote hidden character. Views are generally contained within
the valley”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a good condition
with moderate sensitivity with and overall guidelines to conserve and

AF

LCA 5.6 Claydon Valley

T

reinforce.

“The shallow valley has a strong agricultural character notable for its lack of

R

settlement and locally strong field pattern. The area has very small blocks of
woodland and variable tree cover in hedgerows. There are good views across

D

the valley from the upper valley sides”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a good condition
with moderate sensitivity with and overall guidelines to conserve and
reinforce.
Specific Local Landscape Character
The landform and strong hedgerow pattern create an attractive landscape
structure which is enhanced by villages with vernacular buildings of stone,
brick and occasional thatched roofs, and by a lack of visual intrusion.
The area is tranquil and has remoteness away from the main A421 transport
corridors and close proximity to the urban fringes of Milton Keynes
Overall the landscape/townscape quality is considered to be good with
moderate sensitivity.
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Aylesbury (AVDC) Sub-Section
District
Landscape character of Aylesbury (AVDC) Sub-Section was prepared by
Aylesbury Vale District Council and Buckinghamshire County Council, by
Jacobs Engineering UK Ltd; “Aylesbury Vale Landscape Character
Assessment”.
Within the study area there are six LCA as follows: Refer to Figure 12.4.4.
AYL Local Character Areas.
LCA 5.9 Westcott Claylands
“A large area of gently sloping low ground in predominantly pastoral use. It is

T

unified by good hedge pattern around small to medium fields. The condition

AF

of hedgerows is very variable with noticeable areas where hedgerows are
very gappy and fragmented. There is little woodland.
The village of Quainton with its landmark windmill lies on the area’s northern

R

edge. Quainton and Waddesdon just over the LCA boundary are larger

D

villages than found in most surrounding countryside. Views from the area tend
to focus on Quainton Hill or Waddesdon Manor estate.
The area comprises three small stream valleys; each has a slightly different
character. The southern part of the area where the stream feeds into the
Chearsley Narrow Valley LCA 5.10, there is a remote and tranquil character
and it is not accessible by roads. In the central section there is some visual
intrusion associated with the A41 and adjacent development. Westcott airfield
is extensive and includes an industrial area. The sheds, runway and chain
link fencing are visually intrusive in a small area close to the A41. In the north
the area is predominantly agricultural with hills to the north being the focus of
views. The area generally has an open agricultural character, which in places
is disturbed by uses other than agriculture”.
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The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a very good
condition with moderate sensitivity and overall guidelines to conserve and
reinforce.
LCA 8.5 Northern Vale
“Open vale landscape emphasised by very low level of settlement, limited
topography, large scale landscape pattern and hills lying to the north and
south which define the visual horizon in most views. Despite the proximity of
Aylesbury often clearly visible, there is a sense of isolation away from the A41
and A413”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a good condition

T

with high sensitivity and overall guidelines to conserve.

AF

LCA 8.9 Haddenham

“The relatively large low lying area spreads out from the foothills of the
Chilterns escarpment making a marked contrast with the chalk hills. The

R

escarpment is a constant factor in many views which otherwise have an
uncontained and remote feel due to the limited topography and lack of

D

settlement, woodland and infrastructure”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a good condition
with moderate sensitivity and overall guidelines to conserve and reinforce.
LCA 8.10 Southern Vale
“Large area of low lying vale landscape with limited topographical variation
and containing transport corridors and large villages that due to the open
nature of the urban edge of Aylesbury break down the rural character. This is
the least apparent between the A41 and the Grand Union Canal. The
Chilterns to the south are the backdrop to many views”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a poor condition
with moderate sensitivity and overall guidelines to restore and enhance.
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LCA 9.4 Waddesdon-Eythorpe Parkland.
“An area of undulating landform with distinctive parkland landscapes located
at Lodge Hill Waddesdon and at Eythrope Park adjacent to the River Thame.
The predominantly arable landscape pattern over the drier hill tops changes
on the lower slopes to a pastoral landscape of smaller fields. The area is
intrinsically rural with extensive mature woodland interspersed with areas of
parkland agriculture that is locally intensive”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a very good
condition with very high sensitivity and overall guidelines to conserve.
LCA 9.10 Hartwell House & Golf Course

T

“Strong parkland character throughout but comprises two distinct parts –
Hartwell House and grounds within well wooded parkland in the south west

AF

and between it and the urban edge of Aylesbury, more parkland in use as a
golf course and playing fields. The latter occupies previously agricultural
parkland within which there are remnants of the field pattern seen as

R

fragments of hedgerow and distinctive stands of mature trees. The character
of this area is enhanced by the wooded backdrop of the parkland and

D

woodland to the south west”.

The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a good condition
with moderate sensitivity and overall guidelines to conserve and reinforce.
LCA 9.9 A418 Ridge
“Locally prominent ridge with contrasting sides in terms of settlement, tree
cover and topography. The A418 ridge is overlooked by the ridge on the
northern side of the River Thame valley. There is a distinctive transition
from a more mature, wooded landscape with settlement in the east
towards an open intensively arable landscape with well trimmed
hedgerows in the west. This is exaggerated by the openness of the
landscape around Haddenham airfield. This also applies to the ridge where
it extends towards Bishopstone. The northern face of the ridge generally
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has steeper slopes with grassland areas and narrow fileds and paddocks
running down the valley sides, particularly noted at Gibraltar and also
around the settlement of Dinton. There are also narrow shelter belts that
run down the valley sides in harmony with the field pattern. In contrast the
shorter Bishopstone ridge is predominantly arable land however, the
pattern is interrupted around the settlement where there is a greater
concentration of smaller fields in pastoral land use”.
The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having a moderate
condition with moderate sensitivity and overall guidelines to conserve and
enhance.
Specific Local Landscape Character

T

In the north, the existing railway passes for a short length through a narrow
section of the Westcott Claylands LCA. The landscape character is a

AF

transition between the higher ground to the north around Quainton, the
lowland vale to the immediate east and the rising ridges towards Waddesdon.
The landscape is gently sloping and attractive; taking in the varied

R

landscapes of surrounding character areas. The area is tranquil away from

D

the A41. A large part of the area is designated as an Area of Attractive
Landscape with three Registered Parks and Gardens and many historic
houses of listed building status, for which the area is rated as having high
sensitivity.
The Northern Vale LCA is sparsely populated, virtually flat with low
hedgerows and few trees giving it an open, sometimes remote rural
character. The area is tranquil in most parts away from the A41, A413 and
urban fringes of Aylesbury. The northern area is designated as an Area of
Attractive Landscape and its scattered villages have many listed buildings.
The area is rated as having high sensitivity.
The area of Haddenham Vale LCA that the existing railway passes through
south of Aylesbury is similar in parts to the character of Northern Vale, and
is considered to have medium sensitivity and less tranquil qualities, due to
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the influences on character from close proximity to the built fringes of
Aylesbury and Stoke Mandeville.
Townscape Character
While parts of the study area lie within rural landscape character areas
surrounding Aylesbury, the railway passes almost entirely through what is
classed in the AVDC Landscape Character Report as urban areas, which fall
outside the scope of the current landscape character study.
The following townscape areas of each side of the existing railway have been
identified. Refer to Figure 12.4.5. AYL TCA. The townscape character areas
within 0.5km of the existing railway are described below:

T

Western Industrial / Residential Area

AF

The north western side of Aylesbury through which the existing railway
passes is characterised by a sewage works, industrial estates and retail
parks, which are located alongside the railway and flanked by housing estates

R

at Haydon Hill on the western fringes and off Griffin Lane, south of the existing
railway near the centre of the town. It is the principal employment area in the

D

town incorporating a mix of old and new industrial and commercial buildings.
The area covers a significant section of the railway through Aylesbury and
considered to be of low sensitivity tolerant of change.
Central & Aylesbury Station
South of the Civic Centre the areas through which the existing railway passes
are characterised by Aylesbury Station and associated adjoining carparks,
road and footbridges over the railway. The area contains a mix of new multistorey apartment blocks, college and commercial office buildings close to the
station and some older red brick buildings that date back to the opening of
the railway. The sensitivity of the area is considered to have both low and
medium sensitivity based partly on the presence of higher quality new
buildings and some visual proximity to the smaller grain, historic buildings,
dating from the Victorian era on the northern fringes of the station. The A41
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does however create a strong physical boundary between the area and the
town centre and also disconnects the railway station, which lowers the value
of the townscape in this area.
Southcourt Residential
In the south the areas through which the existing railway passes are
predominantly residential in character; built right up to the edges of the
existing railway corridor and supporting semi and detached styles, dating
from the 1930’s to current day. A number of schools lie within close proximity
to the railway and two road bridges allow connectivity between east and west.

D

R

AF

T

The areas are considered of ordinary character of medium sensitivity.
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Wycombe District Council Sub-Section
District
There are four LCAs relevant to the Wycombe District Sub Section LVIA
study.
8.13 Longwick Vale
Gently undulating low lying topography. Easily viewed from adjacent
landscapes, particularly the elevated chalk escarpment to the east;



Large to medium scale open and expansive arable fields, with a mosaic
of smaller scale paddock and pasture fields associated with farmsteads;



Parliamentary field enclosures, generating a strong geometric landscape
pattern. A strongly uniform and simple landscape character;



A strong network of dense hedgerows and scattered deciduous trees
enclose the larger arable fields, with wooden post and wire fencing
dividing up pasture and paddocks;



A good network of public footpaths and bridleways. Long distance
footpaths cross the area, including the North Buckinghamshire Way and
the Midshires Way;



Long views across open fields to a wooded or open skyline, with important
views stretching out across into the Aylesbury Vale to the north west, and
east towards the Chiltern escarpment, including important landmarks of
Whiteleaf Cross and Coombe Hill Monument. In more enclosed areas,
views are short and contained by high hedgerows and trees;



Sense of tranquillity and calm, despite accessibility of public roads
(A4129) and railway. A still and calm environment; and



Linear belts of Poplar trees act as shelter belts and are frequently found
close to farmsteads.

D

R

AF

T



Overall the landscape character of Longwick Vale is judged to be of medium
sensitivity.
10.6 Risborough Chalk Foothills


Steep, north east facing chalk escarpment, rising to create two separate
summits, highly undulating and overlain with free draining loamy soils. A
visible feature over long distances from lower lying areas;



Lower slopes are undulating, with arable cultivation, and contrasting with
the wooded scarp tops. Field systems often have a strong geometric
character, and are largely parliamentary enclosure;
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A good network of well managed hedgerows with trees delineates field
systems;



Three long distance footpaths pass through this landscape, namely
Ridgeway, Swan Way and Icknield Way;



Varying degrees of enclosure, contrasting between enclosed, woodland
blocks, and open, rolling fields. Extensive long views, towards the north
over the Vale of Aylesbury…and



An intimate and calm landscape, with little movement and overt human
influence, which generates high levels of tranquillity.

Overall the landscape character of Risborough Chalk Foothills is considered
to be of medium sensitivity.
11.2 Wain Hill Chalk Escarpment
Steep, north east facing chalk escarpment, rising to create two separate
summits, highly undulating and overlain with free draining loamy soils. A
visible feature over long distances from lower lying areas;



Lower slopes are undulating, with arable cultivation, and contrasting with
the wooded scarp tops. Field systems often have a strong geometric
character, and are largely parliamentary enclosure;



A good network of well managed hedgerows with trees delineates field
systems;



Three long distance footpaths pass through this landscape, namely
Ridgeway, Swan Way and Icknield Way;



Varying degrees of enclosure, contrasting between enclosed, woodland
blocks, and open, rolling fields. Extensive long views, towards the north
over the Vale of Aylesbury…; and



An intimate and calm landscape, with little movement and overt human
influence, which generates high levels of tranquillity.

D

R

AF

T



Overall the landscape character of Wain Hill Chalk Escarpment is considered
to be of medium sensitivity.
11.3 Coombe Hill and Whiteleaf Chalk Escarpment


Steep, north west facing chalk escarpment. A visible feature over long
distances from lower lying areas in Aylesbury Vale;



Lower slopes are highly undulating, comprising large open arable and
pastoral fields, which contrast with the well wooded scarp tops. Field
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systems often have a strong geometric character, and are commonly 20th
century enclosure;
Densely wooded scarp, with the exception of the lower section. Mostly
broadleaved, mixed and yew woodland, with some large areas of ancient
woodland, including The Hangings, Giles Wood and Ninn Wood.
Interspersed with open patches of calcareous grassland;



An extremely low density of settlement, limited to lower slopes and
comprising isolated properties and individual farmsteads;



Numerous ecological designations, including several SSSI’s
(broadleaved, mixed, lowland beech/yew woodland, acid grassland and
lowland calcareous grassland), at Ellesborough and Kimble Warrens,
Windor Hill, Bacombe and Coombe Hills, and Grangeland and Pulpit Hill;



A good network of well managed hedgerows delineates field systems;



Important local landmarks include, Whiteleaf Cross, a distinctive chalk hill
monument, carved into the escarpment side. Coombe Hill, the highest
view point in the Chilterns, with the Coombe Hill Monument located on its
summit;



A rich variety of archaeological remains, including Neolithic barrows,
Roman and Iron Age finds, cropmark track way and enclosures, and cross
dykes, with numerous scheduled monuments, such as Pulpit Hill Camp
and Cymbeline’s Castle, a Motte and Bailey Castle;



A good rights of way network through the area, particularly through
woodland, including long distance route, Ridgeway and Cradle Footpath.
Small, narrow winding rural roads pass up and down the escarpment;



Extensive long views are achieved across the Vale of Aylesbury and south
over the settled plateau from higher ground. However, dense woodland
cover often restricts these views; and



An intimate and quiet landscape, with little movement and overt
development, with a strong rural character.

D

R

AF

T



Overall the landscape character of Combe Hill and Whiteleaf Chalk
Escarpment is considered to be of high sensitivity.
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Milton Keynes Council Sub-Section
District
Landscape character for the surrounding rural areas of Milton Keynes are
described and assessed in the Landscape Partnership (2007), ‘Milton Keynes
Draft Landscape Character Report’, which provides a broad overview of all
the character of rural areas around Milton Keynes. MKC has commissioned
the review and finalisation of the draft LCA and at the time of writing, this
document was at consultation stages and awaiting approval.
The current Draft LCA report is used for the purposes of this report.
Although the existing railway lies predominantly within or on the outer fringes
of the urban area of Milton Keynes, to the south the railway adjoins LCA 6a

T

Southern Clayland Fringe and lies within 0.5 km approx. of LCA 7a Brickhills

AF

Greensand Slopes and 1km from LCA 7b Brickhills Greensand Plateau.
Refer to Figure 12.6.4. MKC Local Character Areas. The key characteristics
of these LCAs are summarised below:

R

LCA 6a Southern Clayland Fringe

D

The Southern Claylands is described as being located on the fringe of the
existing urban area of Milton Keynes where there are a number of direct
visual impacts from adjacent urban areas.


Low lying and gently undulating;



Extensive and open views up to the wooded Brickhills Greensand Ridge;



Mixed arable, pasture and recreational uses;



Smaller areas of pasture for horses and stabling;



Extensive views towards Milton Keynes City;



Mix of villages characters;



Wide range of urban fringe activities and uses including garden centres,
allotments, individual industrial premises, theatre, horticulture etc;



Limited woodland cover;



Few trees except in the vicinity of Wavendon House; and



Locally more intact historic landscape to east of Wavendon.
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Distinctive features:


Smallholdings surrounded by leylandii hedges on Bow Brickhill Road;



Wavendon House and parkland including Wavendon Golf Course;



Artificial lakes associated with former ceramic tile site;



Bletchley to Bedford railway line and level crossings;



Wavendon parish church; and



Cross End Wavendon.

The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having Poor condition with
Moderate visual and cultural sensitivity and very low tranquillity with and
overall recommendation to improve and restore.
LCA 7a. Brickhills Greensand Slopes

T

The prominent escarpment slopes rise sharply from the clay fringes
below. There is a mix of deciduous and coniferous woodland with pockets
of pasture on the lower slopes.

Distinctive features:
Church Lane

R



AF



The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having Good condition,

D

with High visual, mainly High cultural sensitivity and Low tranquillity levels;
with the recommendation to safeguard and manage.
LCA 7b Brickhills Greensand Plateau


The lighter sandy soils of the plateau support coniferous plantations and
recreational uses including a golf course.

Distinctive features:


Bow Brickhill Church;



Aerial Mast; and



Danesborough Hill Fort.

The landscape evaluation categorises this area as having Good condition
with Low visual, Moderate cultural sensitivity and mainly Very High with some
Low tranquillity levels; with the recommendation to safeguard and manage.
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Local and Site Specific Townscape Character
As the existing railway passes predominantly through urban areas, the
following description provides a general overview of the typical urban
character of Milton Keynes and then identifies the differing townscape
character areas through which the railway passes.
Townscape Overview
Milton Keynes is a city made up of many small settlements often with their
own unique building styles joined by a distinctive grid layout of roads and dual
carriageways and linked by a linear park system that creates a strong urban
landscape framework.

T

The older settlements such as Stoney Stratford, Wavendon, Loughton and
Wolverton, and many historical/cultural sites have been retained within the

AF

city and sit alongside the modern residential, commercial and industrial sites.
Both new and old transport systems of road, rail and canal have had a large
influence on the layout and urban development of Milton Keynes.

R

The main West Coast Main Line (WCML) railway line runs through Bletchley
and Milton Keynes on the way to Edinburgh via the west coast and the

D

Midland Main Line (MML) runs west to Bedford. Each line has had a major
influence on the physical development of the city and in many ways has a
severing influence between the east and west sides of the city.
The following townscape areas within 0.5 km of each side of the railway have
been identified:


Bletchley;



Denbigh West;



Fenny Stratford;



Water Eaton;



Caldecotte; and



Brown’s Wood/Old Farm Park.

They are described in more detail below:
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Bletchley
Bletchley grew from a small hamlet with the arrival of the London and
North Western Railway in 1845. Today Bletchley is one of four stations,
which serve Milton Keynes.



The town grew during the Victorian period and again in the early 1960’s
when there was substantial expansion, with people from London being
relocated. Bletchley is a constituent town of Milton Keynes situated to the
south west of the city.



The central residential and civic parts of Bletchley date from the late 30’s
into the 40’s and have an attractive leafy character with areas of open
space.



Residential areas on the south side of Bletchley alongside the railway are
typical local authority housing estates dating from the 60’s early 70’s,
which display lesser architectural qualities than the older parts of
Bletchley.



Bletchley Park estate and mansion (built in the late 19th C in a mix of
Victorian Gothic, Tudor and Baroque styles) was purchased in 1938 by
the Secret Intelligence Service and became the now famous code
decryption establishment during the Second World War. The site is now
an educational and historical attraction of importance to our national
heritage.



The south eastern parts of Bletchley are characterised by high rise office,
college and hospital buildings closely abutting the A4034 and the railway
viaduct and railway station, which give the area a dense urban and
contained character that shields the residential areas to the west.



The overall townscape character area’s sensitivity in the area of Bletchley
Park has been rated as medium based on the historic significance of
Bletchley Park, however southern areas abutting the railway are of
ordinary quality with low sensitivity due to their proximity to the railway
and landfill site to the south.

D

R

AF

T



Denbigh West


An area characterised by large scale industrial and shopping parks. The
area is a primary industrial, commercial and infrastructure hub, which is
contained to the north and east by the A5 and to the west and south by
the railway. It is divided internally by major transport routes including
Watling Street and contrasts with the smaller scale residential areas of
Bletchley to the west, Fenny Stratford to the south and Caldecotte linear
park to the east.



The overall townscape character area’s sensitivity has been rated as low
due to the high concentration of industrial and commercial development,
and major transport routes. Tranquillity levels are consequently
considered to be low.
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Fenny Stratford
One of the older suburbs of Milton Keynes, the area is contained to the
west and north by the railway and to the south by the River Ouzel and
newer suburb of Water Eaton.



The area is characterised by a small scale grid of streets lined with 19th
century red brick terraced houses of varying styles centred on a small
shopping high street. Allotments and playing fields are an attractive
feature of central parts of the town and allow a green connectivity to the
River Ouzel valley to the east.



The western edges are dominated by a mixture of non-distinctive
commercial developments of low townscape quality and the Bletchley
railway viaduct; a visually dominant feature up to which the built edges of
Fenny Stratford are closely built.



The townscape character area’s sensitivity has areas of lower sensitivity
at the Saxon Street/B4034 junction with the viaduct, however overall the
sensitivity is considered to be medium due to the instances of older
attractive character properties and gardens abutting the railway.

T



AF

Water Easton

Located south of the River Ouzel and separated from Fenny Stratford by
the Water Eaton Road on its northern boundary, the area is bounded to
the west by a linear industrial area and the railway, and Blue Lagoon
Nature Reserve and Landfill site beyond. To the east the area adjoins
Waterhall Park and River Ouzel valley beyond, and to the south by the
A4146.



The area is a mixture of residential and industrial uses containing wide
open green spaces, school playing fields and wide tree belts along the
west and eastern edges.



Residential areas are of ordinary character and mixed styles dating from
the early 70’s.



The townscape character area’s sensitivity nearest the railway is low due
to the influences of the railway, industrial uses and proximity to the landfill
site to the west.

D

R



Caldecotte


Located on the south eastern edge of Milton Keynes situated between the
A5 to the west, Bletcham Way to the north, Browns Wood and Old Farm
Park to the east, and the railway to the south.



Divided to the north/south by Brickhill Street, the areas to the west are
characterised by mixed residential development designed off a radial grid,
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which is centred on a circular water area annexed to the large Caldecotte
Lake and linear park.


The area is served by Bow Brickhill railway station off Brickhill Street.
Small commercial offices abutt the railway line to the north.



To the east the area is dominated exclusively by a large
industrial/distribution park featuring substantially sized industrial style
buildings that contrast against the smaller scale adjoining residential
areas of Brown’s Wood and open character of the Ouzel Valley to the
south of the railway.



The overall townscape character area’s sensitivity has been rated as low
due to the high concentration of industrial and commercial development
that make up the main townscape element of this area.

Brown’s Wood/Old Farm Park
Residential areas situated on the south eastern corner of Milton Keynes,
bounded to the east by agricultural land and to the south by the railway.



The developments feature varying styles of semi and detached properties
centred off linked green corridors and a central open park space that
adjoins the railway in the south, as does an area of allotments.



Back gardens typically back onto the edge of the existing railway and
while buffered by vegetation long the railway, it is a prominent detractor
to the rural character of the Ouzel valley, to the immediate south. Overall,
away from the railway the areas have a tranquil character and have good
links to the rural edge.



The overall townscape character area’s sensitivity has been rated as
medium due to the dominant residential land use and rural influences.

D

R

AF

T
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Central Bedfordshire Council Sub-Section
District
The Project passes through and/or adjoins five LCAs as follows:


1A Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland;



5C Salford-Aspley Clay Vale;



5D: North Marston Clay Vale;



6A Woburn Greensand Ridge; and



6B Mid Greensand Ridge.

Key characteristics of the above areas relevant to this assessment are
described below.

T

1A Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland:
A medium–large scale plateau landscape with an open and exposed
character with long distance views, forming part of the Clay Farmland
landscape type; and



Gently rolling landform predominantly underlain by Oxford Clay, levelling
out to areas of flat plateaux on highest ground such as around Cranfield
Airfield, which form local skylines.…

R

AF



D

Overall the landscape character of Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland is
judged to be of medium sensitivity.
5C Salford-Aspley Clay Vale:


A large-medium scale, gently undulating landscape from 65-80m AOD
defined by the underlying Oxford Clay geology and relatively flat
topography…; and



Intermittent views provided across the vale to the prominent landscapes
of the Greens and Ridge that borders the vale to the south and provide
containment, plus views to the elevated plateau landscape to the north.

Overall the landscape character of Salford-Aspley Clay Vale is judged to be
of medium sensitivity.
5D North Marston Clay Vale:


A large scale, open vale, defined by the underlying Oxford Clay geology;
and
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Open character with expansive views across the vale to the prominent
landscapes of the Mid Greensand Ridge and the Cranfield to Stagsden
Clay Farmland.

Overall the landscape character of North Marston Clay Vale is judged to be
of medium sensitivity. The landscape is highly disturbed as a consequence
of mass clay extraction. Nevertheless, the area does contain a number of
sensitive features. The overall process of landscape restoration, in particular
establishment of the Forest of Marston Vale is also critically important.
6A Woburn Sands Greensand Ridge:


A large scale, rolling, elevated landscape occurring over the solid band of
Lower Greensand; and



Strong underlying heathland character.

T

Overall the landscape character of Woburn Greensand Ridge is judged to be
of high sensitivity. This relates to the inherent sensitivity of the many valued

AF

elements such as ancient woodlands, unimproved grassland, heathland,
historical and cultural attributes and importance as a recreational resource.

R

6B Mid Greensand Ridge:

A large scale ridge with gently undulating ridge top; forming part of the
prominent band of Greensand…; and



Strong underlying heathland character with fine examples of remnant
heathland and neutral/acid grassland.

D



Overall the landscape character of the Mid Greensand Ridge is judged to be
of high sensitivity. Although there are large areas of arable land on the ridge
that have a lower sensitivity, the inherent sensitivity of many features
occurring across the landscape increases overall sensitivity e.g. the remnant
areas of heathland, extensive woodland tracts (much of ancient origin), the
historic parkland and gardens, and the remote character that survive across
much of the landscape. These elements are all sensitive in their own right
and, in combination, create a landscape that is highly sensitive to change.
In summary this is a large scale open vale landscape defined by Oxford Clay
geology. Marston Vale district local character results from a history of clay
extraction and brick industry.
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The landscape setting is of large scale arable fields with scattered towns and
villages. There are several detractors to the landscape in the form of landfill,
industrial estates, pylon towers and busy transportation routes. However, the
Greensand Ridge is largely a high quality landscape of woods, heathlands,
and picturesque villages and there are fragmented but significant sensitive
features throughout the landscape, leading to an overall evaluation of

D

R

AF

T

moderate landscape/townscape quality.
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Bedford Borough Council Sub-Section
District
The Mid Bedfordshire LCAs relevant to the Bedford Borough Sub Section
LVIA study are:


1A Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland; and



5D: North Marston Clay Vale.

Key relevant characteristics of these areas are described below:
1A Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland:
A medium–large scale plateau landscape with an open and exposed
character with long distance views, forming part of the Clay Farmland
landscape type; and



Gently rolling landform predominantly underlain by Oxford Clay, levelling
out to areas of flat plateaux on highest ground, such as around Cranfield
Airfield, which form local skylines.…

AF

T



Overall the landscape character of Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland is

R

judged to be of medium sensitivity.

D

5D North Marston Clay Vale:


A large scale, open vale, defined by the underlying Oxford Clay
geology…; and



Open character with expansive views across the vale to the prominent
landscapes of the Mid Greensand Ridge and the Cranfield to Stagsden
Clay Farmland.

Overall the landscape character of North Marston Clay Vale is judged to be
of medium sensitivity. The landscape is highly disturbed as a consequence
of mass clay extraction. Nevertheless, the area does contain a number of
sensitive features. The overall process of landscape restoration, in particular
establishment of the Forest of Marston Vale is also critically important.
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Townscape Character
While parts of the study area lie within rural landscape character areas
surrounding Bedford, the railway passes almost entirely through urban areas,
which fall outside the scope of the current landscape character study.
The following townscape character areas within 0.5 km of the railway have
been identified and are described below:
Historic Centre
The historic market town of Bedford developed around the River Great
Ouse and the riverside setting is a particular feature of the county town.
The river is the east–west axis and anchor of built form, with a present
function as a key amenity space. Bedford has many areas and buildings
distinguished by their architecture, landscape and history, which creates
an attractive and mixed environment.



Bedford Conservation Area has a legacy of historic structures and
Georgian and Victorian architecture with mature public space and tree
planting. This area is considered of high sensitivity.

AF

T



Housing extends from the centre to the outer fringes of the town. Recent
residential development includes 3 storey blocks north and south of the
river and in the vicinity of Bedford Station. The area is considered of
medium sensitivity with the capacity to accept a degree of change.

D



R

Central and Southern Mixed Development

Southern and Central Retail/Industrial Area


The approach to Bedford from the south west is through urban edge
industrial and commercial estates, which characterise the edge of town.



Bedford Station is a large complex set within a mixed, urban area of
railway-associated car parks and industrial units. The area is considered
of low sensitivity tolerant to change.

Kempston Residential


Housing development based on the settlement of Kempston, expanded
from the end of the 19th century to what was known as ‘Kempston New
Town’ and becoming part of the urban character of Bedford. Housing is
mainly low rise on a regular street pattern.
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12.4

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL FIGURES:
Cherwell District Council
Table 12-5 Cherwell Figures

12.1.3
12.1.4
12.1.5

T

12.1.2

AF

12.1.1

R

12.1.0

Title and Figure Numbers
10 Km Zone of Theoretical Visibility Cherwell District
Council
CDC ZTV
Built Environment Landscape Designations Cherwell
District Council
CDC Built Designations
Natural/ Ecological Landscape Designations Cherwell
District Council
CDC Ecological Designations
National Character Areas Cherwell District
National Character Areas CDC
Local Landscape Character Areas Cherwell District
CDC Local Character Areas
Viewpoint Locations Cherwell District
CDC Viewpoint Location Plan
Photo Viewpoints & Photomontages
CDC VPX (Sheet X of X) / CDC Photomontage VPX
(Sheet X of X)
Landscape Mitigation
Mitigation Figures

D

Figure
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Draft

Draft

Draft
Draft
Draft
Draft
In
progress
Draft
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Aylesbury Vale District Council; Claydon/Quainton
Table 12-6 AVDC Claydon/Quainton Figures

12.2.3

12.2.4
12.2.5

T

12.2.2

AF

12.2.1

R

12.2.0

Title and Figure Numbers
10 Km Zone of Theoretical Visibility Aylesbury ValeClaydon/Quainton
CQU ZTV
Built Environment Landscape Designations Aylesbury ValeClaydon/Quainton
CQU Built Designations
Natural/ Ecological Landscape Designations Aylesbury ValeClaydon/Quainton
CQU Ecological Designations
National Character Areas Aylesbury Vale-Claydon/Quainton
National Landscape Character Areas CQU
Local Landscape Character Areas Aylesbury ValeClaydon/Quainton
CQU Local Character Areas
Viewpoint Locations Aylesbury Vale-Claydon/Quainton
CQU Viewpoint Location Plan
Photo Viewpoints & Photomontages
CQU VP X (Sheet X of X) / CQU Photomontage VP X (Sheet X
of X)
Landscape Mitigation
Mitigation Figures

D

Figure
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Draft

Draft
Draft

Draft
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Aylesbury Vale District Council; Winslow/Swanbourne
Table 12-7 AVDC Winslow/Swanbourne Figures

T

Figure Title and Figure Numbers
10 Km Zone of Theoretical Visibility Aylesbury ValeWinslow/Swanbourne
12.3.0 WIS ZTV
Built Environment Landscape Designations Aylesbury ValeWinslow/Swanbourne
12.3.1 WIS Built Designations
Natural/ Ecological Landscape Designations Aylesbury ValeWinslow/Swanbourne
12.3.2 WIS Ecological Designations
National Character Areas Aylesbury Vale-Winslow/Swanbourne
12.3.3 National Landscape Character Areas WIS
Local Landscape Character Areas Aylesbury ValeWinslow/Swanbourne
12.3.4 WIS Local Character Areas
Viewpoint Locations Aylesbury Vale-Winslow/Swanbourne
12.3.5 WIS Viewpoint Location Plan
Photo Viewpoints & Photomontages

D

R

Landscape Mitigation
Mitigation Figures

AF

WIS VP X (Sheet X of X) / WIS Photomontage VP X (Sheet X of X)
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Aylesbury Vale District Council; Aylesbury
Table 12-8 Aylesbury Figures

12.4.3
12.4.4
12.4.5
12.4.6

T

12.4.2

AF

12.4.1

R

12.4.0

Title and Figure Numbers
10 Km Zone of Theoretical Visibility Aylesbury Vale-Aylesbury
AYL ZTV
Built Environment Landscape Designations Aylesbury ValeAylesbury
AYL Built Designations
Natural/ Ecological Landscape Designations Aylesbury ValeAylesbury
AYL Ecological Designations
National Character Areas Aylesbury Vale-Aylesbury
National Landscape Character Areas AYL
Local Landscape Character Areas Aylesbury Vale-Aylesbury
AYL Local Character Areas
Townscape Character Areas
AYL TCA
Viewpoint Locations Aylesbury Vale-Aylesbury
AYL Viewpoint Location Plan
Photo Viewpoints & Photomontages
AYL VP X (Sheet X of X) / AYL Photomontage VP X (Sheet X of
X)
Landscape Mitigation
Mitigation Figure

D

Figure
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Wycombe District Council
Table 12-9 Wycombe Figures

12.5.3
12.5.4
12.5.5

WDC VP X (Sheet X of X) / WDC Photomontage VP X (Sheet X of
X)
Landscape Mitigation
Mitigation Figures

T

12.5.2

AF

12.5.1

R

12.5.0

Title and Figure Numbers
10 Km Zone of Theoretical Visibility Wycombe District Council
WDC ZTV
Built Environment Landscape Designations Wycombe District
WDC Built Designations
Natural/ Ecological Landscape Designations Wycombe District
WDC Ecological Designations
National Character Areas Wycombe District
National Landscape Character Areas WDC
Local Landscape Character Areas Wycombe District
WDC Local Character Areas
Viewpoint Locations Wycombe District
WDC Viewpoint Location Plan
Photo Viewpoints & Photomontages

D

Figure
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Milton Keynes Council
Table 12-10 Milton Keynes Figures

12.6.3
12.6.4
12.6.5
12.6.6

T

12.6.2

AF

12.6.1

R

12.6.0

Title and Figure Numbers
10 Km Zone of Theoretical Visibility Milton Keynes Council
MKC ZTV
Built Environment Landscape Designations Milton Keynes
Council
MKC Built Designations
Natural/ Ecological Landscape Designations Milton Keynes
Council
MKC Ecological Designations
National Character Areas Milton Keynes Council
National Landscape Character Areas MKC
Local Landscape Character Areas Milton Keynes
MKC Local Character Areas
Townscape Character Areas
MKC TCA
Viewpoint Locations Milton Keynes
MKC Viewpoint Location Plan
Photo Viewpoints & Photomontages
MKC VP X (Sheet X of X) / MKC Photomontage VP X (Sheet X of
X)
Landscape Mitigation Plans
Mitigation Figures

D

Figure
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Central Bedfordshire Council
Table 12-11 Central Bedfordshire Figures

12.7.3
12.7.4
12.7.5

T

12.7.2

AF

12.7.1

R

12.7.0

Title and Figure Numbers
10 Km Zone of Theoretical Visibility Central Bedfordshire Council
CBC ZTV
Built Environment Landscape Designations Central Bedfordshire
CBC Built Designations
Natural/ Ecological Landscape Designations Central Bedfordshire
CBC Ecological Designations
National Character Areas Central Bedfordshire
National Landscape Character Areas CBC
Local Landscape Character Areas Central Bedfordshire
CBC Local Character Areas
Viewpoint Locations Central Bedfordshire
CBC Viewpoint Location Plan
Photo Viewpoints & Photomontages
CBC VP X (Sheet X of X) / CBC Photomontage VP X (Sheet X of
X)
Landscape Mitigation Plans
Mitigation Figures

D

Figure
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Bedford Borough Council
Table 12-12 Bedford Borough Figures

12.8.3
12.8.4
12.8.5
12.8.6

T

12.8.2

AF

12.8.1

R

12.8.0

Title and Figure Numbers
10 Km Zone of Theoretical Visibility Bedford Borough Council
BBC ZTV
Built Environment Landscape Designations Bedford Borough
Council
BBC Built Designations
Natural/ Ecological Landscape Designations Bedford Borough
Council
BBC Ecological Designations
National Character Areas Bedford Borough
National Character Areas BBC
Local Landscape Character Areas Bedford Borough Council
BBC Local Character Areas
Townscape Character Areas
BBC TCA
Viewpoint Locations Bedford Borough
BBC Viewpoint Location Plan
Photo Viewpoints & Photomontages
BBC VP X (Sheet X of X) / BBC Photomontage VP X (Sheet X of
X)
Landscape Mitigation Plans
Mitigation Figures

D

Figure
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VISUAL EFFECTS
Viewpoint Summary Tables
Effects on visual receptors are described in Chapter 12: Landscape and
Visual Impacts. In the main assessment report narrative text has been used
to describe the significant impacts of the Project at construction, Year 1 and
Year 15 on visual receptors and the effects of these changes.
The following tables summarise the visual assessments, both significant and

R

AF

T

non significant of effects, for all viewpoints.

D

12.5
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Cherwell District Council Sub-Section
Table 12.13 CDC Visual Effects

Visual Receptor Distance: Near < 0.5 km, Middle: 0.5 – 2.5, Distant: 2.5 >km

Visual Receptor

T

Description of existing view

Description of change in view/ magnitude of impact /
landscape mitigation

AF

Location

Receptor
Type and
Sensitivity
Approx.
Distance
from works

Visual Effects

Significance of
Effects (before
mitigation)

Construction:

R

Construction activities will be visible including increased
traffic and loss of some vegetation for road widening. This
is due to the proposed new access embankment and
overbridge for farm use in the middle distance beyond the
sports hall. Temporary medium adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

Near
0.15 km south

D

Residential

Viewpoint High
CH 1

View from access road to Sports
and Social Club, adjacent to
Launton C of E Primary School
play area. The road is enclosed
to the north by mature boundary
vegetation, the grassed playing
fields include several mature
individual trees and a hedgerow
which partially screens the club
building and railway beyond.

Activity will decrease to existing levels (farm and local use).
However the new landform associated with the bridge will
be visible as a new and uncharacteristic element in the view
and mitigation planting will still be immature.
Low adverse
Yr 15 summer:
Mitigation planting of woodland, shrubs and linear belts of
trees around embankments will help integrate and screen
the new landform from this viewpoint.
Low adverse.
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Construction:

Yr 1 winter:
Intervening vegetation and built form obscure views of the
Project
No change

Neutral

Yr 15 summer:

AF

Middle
1.75 km south

Looking north from the site of a
deserted Medieval village. View
from a PRoW crossing flat
pastoral farmland bounded by
overgrown hedgerows which
obscure more extensive views.

Neutral

T

Viewpoint
CH 2

PRoW users
(medium)
Archaeological
remains.
(medium)

Intervening vegetation and built form obscure views of the
Project
No change

Intervening vegetation and built form obscure views of the
Project
No change

Neutral

Viewpoint
CH 3

PRoW users
(medium)
Middle
1.0 km south

D

R

Construction:

View northwest from a PRoW in
a pastoral field accessed from
West End on the western side of
Launton close to the existing
railway embankment.

Views of the Project from this pastoral field, used for
recreational purposes by walkers and equestrians, are
heavily obscured by intervening vegetation and the built
form of both the existing Ashendon and Aynho Line railway
embankment and Bicester Park Retail Development in the
middle distance. No change.
Yr 1 winter:
Intervening vegetation and built form obscure views of the
Project
No change

Neutral

Neutral

Yr 15 summer:
Intervening vegetation and built form obscure views of the
Project
No change
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects

Construction:

Moderate
adverse

Landscape planting will be maturing and will provide some
integration and partial screening of the Project for users of
the PRoW. Low adverse.
Construction:

Slight adverse

T

Landscape mitigation planting of woodland and native
shrubs will still be immature and loss of vegetation from
within the Project Area will open up views towards the new
footbridge structure. Medium adverse.
Yr 15 summer:

Viewpoint
CH 5

Residential
(high)
Near
0.04 km south

D

R

Near
0.4 km south
west

View north east from a PRoW in
open scrubland alongside the
railway connecting Gavray Drive
and Charbridge Lane through
industrial estates on the eastern
fringe of Bicester.

Large temporary
adverse

AF

Viewpoint
CH 4

PRoW users
(medium)
Workers on
industrial
estate (low)

Construction activities for a new footbridge and associated
construction compound would be visible, partially screened
by existing vegetation, approximately 300-400m away.
Temporary high.
Yr 1 winter:

View north from Bicester Road
adjacent to St Mary’s Church
(Grade I) and opposite
residential properties, Launton.

This view encompasses the proposed change of road
layout, including introduction of new access ramp
embankment and loss of field boundary hedgerows with
trees within the immediate view. In the background will be
the construction of a proposed new overbridge to the east
of the existing Bicester Road bridge which will be
demolished. High adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
Landscape mitigation planting of hedgerows with trees
alongside the road and trees and shrubs on the
embankment will still be immature leaving the new
earthworks looking raw in the flat pastoral landscape.
Including the extinguished section of road, there will be an
extensive area (around 1 Ha) of new
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development/mitigation planting in the near to middle
distance. High adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
Landscape planting will be maturing and will provide some
integration through new road boundaries characteristic of
the area and softening of the form of the embankment.
Medium adverse.

Moderate
adverse

T

Construction:

Viewpoint
CH 7

Recreational
(Medium)
Near
0.25 km
north

AF

Despite reinstatement of temporary construction
compounds and haul road to farmland, loss of vegetation
and the addition of the new footbridge will make the Project
more visible to residential receptors,
Medium adverse
Yr 15 summer:

R

Near
0.22 km
south

View across expansive flat
pastoral farmland with
occasional remnant hedge trees
towards existing railway
identified by a dense linear belt
of mature trees.
Telecommunications mast and
poles are detractors in the rural
scene.

D

Viewpoint
CH 6

Residential &
Recreational
(high)

Residents and users of the local playground will have views
of construction activities approximately 200 m away,
including construction of a new footbridge and associated
CC and haul road, and removal of vegetation within the
Project Area, which currently forms a distinctive linear
boundary feature in this location. Temporary high adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

Expansive view from PRoW,
across an agricultural field
towards the existing railway on
tree lined embankment. To the
west the vegetation is
associated with the alignment of
a dismantled railway line.

Mitigation planting of hedgerows with trees will be maturing
and providing some screening and integration into the rural
landscape. Low adverse
Construction:
Footpath users will experience open views of removal of
vegetation within the Project Area and works associated
with the construction of the new Grange Farm footbridge
and associated CCs. Temporary medium adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
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Mitigation planting not yet mature so views of more frequent
trains, exposed by loss of vegetation, and the new
footbridge structure will affect footpath users at this
location. Low adverse
Yr 15 summer:
Neutral

T

Mitigation planting of hedgerows with trees will be maturing,
helping to partially screen the footbridge structure and
visually integrate the Project into the rural setting. Negligible
adverse
Construction:

Near
0.14 km north

Looking south from PRoW close
to the existing railway

D

Viewpoint
CH 8

Recreational
(High)

Large temporary
adverse

R

AF

Footpath users will enter the immediate vicinity of the
Project at this point (130m from centre line of the railway),
they will be diverted to walk alongside the Project (within 20
m) for approximately 300 m in a westerly direction to utilise
the new footbridge crossing the railway. They will be seeing
construction activities at close proximity. These will include
the removal of vegetation. High temporary adverse
Yr 1 winter:
Mitigation planting has not yet matured so lack of screening
due to loss of vegetation and increased speed and
frequency of trains of will affect users of the PRoW.
Medium adverse

Moderate
adverse

Yr 15 summer:
Mitigation planting provides screening and partial
integration into the rural setting of the footpath.
Low adverse
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Construction:

D

Very large
temporary
adverse

T

The CC will be restored to farmland. Mitigation planting of
woodland and hedgerows with trees will be immature and
the new landform and structure of the overbridge will be
uncharacteristic features in the rural landscape. The
existing road will be maintained for access with just a short
section blocked off to create the diversion. The
Projecttherefore constitutes an additional urbanising
element in this location. High adverse.
Yr 15 summer:

R

Near
0.03 km
North west

View south east from a field gate
on Station Road at the boundary
of Folly Cottage, on the eastern
periphery of Launton, of open
farmland.

AF

Viewpoint
CH 9

Road users/
Residential
(High)

Recreational users using NCR 51 and residents of
scattered residential properties near this location will have
immediate views of CC A2 and construction activities on the
proposed Launton overbridge, to include re-routing the road
to the east. It will be on embankment as it passes this
viewpoint approximately 50 m to the south. Loss of field
boundary vegetation will mean the Project is exposed in
more extensive views. Temporary high.
Yr 1 winter:

Mitigation planting will integrate with existing pockets of
woodland and boundary vegetation, largely screening views
of the Project for residential and recreational receptors. Low
adverse.

Large adverse

Moderate
adverse

Construction:
PRoW users,

Viewpoint (Medium)
CH 10
Middle
0.6 km north

View south from PRoW between
Field Farm and Project
Boundary

Recreational users of this route may have distant views of
construction activities associated with the new Launton
overbridge. Views will be partially screened by field
boundary and woodland vegetation. Negligble adverse.

Slight temporary
adverse

Yr 1 winter:

Neutral
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Distant views may be available of traffic on embankment as
it crosses the Launton Bridge. Again, these will be partially
or entirely screened by existing vegetation. Mitigation
planting will be immature. Negligble adverse.
Yr 15 summer:

D

0.7 km
South

View from a PRoW Looking
across fields towards the
existing railway line and a
derelict farm building.

PRoW users
(medium)

Viewpoint
Near
CH 12
0.25 km
South east

Neutral

Intervening mature trees and hedgerows obscure views of
the Project
No change
Yr 15 summer:

Neutral

Intervening mature trees and hedgerows obscure views of
the Project
No change
Construction:

Neutral

AF

Viewpoint
Middle
CH 11

View from well used PRoW on
pastoral land on outskirts of the
village of Launton looking in the
direction of the existing tree
lined road and industrial estate.
Trees and hedgerow visible in
middle distance.

Neutral

Intervening mature trees and hedgerows obscure views of
the Project
No change
Yr 1 winter:

R

PRoW users
(medium)

T

Mitigation planting of hedgerows and woodland will screen
any remaining glimpsed views of traffic as they mature.
Negligible adverse
Construction:

Receptors using the footpath or the field for informal
recreation will have glimpsed views of the construction of
the new Charbridge Lane overbridge, partially obscured by
intervening vegetation. This type of development is not
uncharacteristic of the existing context of road, rail and
commercial development.
Temporary low adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
The new landform associated with the overbridge may be
visible in the middle distance.
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Low adverse
Yr 15 summer:

Neutral

AF

T

Distant views of the Project are obscured by intervening
mature vegetation and built form.
No change
Yr 1 winter:
Distant views of the Project are obscured by intervening
mature vegetation and built form.
No change
Yr 15 summer:

Neutral

Distant views of the Project are obscured by intervening
mature vegetation and built form.
No change

Neutral

R

Distant
2.5 km
north

View from a regional PRoW
close to the southern residential
fringe of Stratton Audley.
Pastoral land in the foreground
is bounded by mature trees and
hedges and residential built form
which obscure long distance
views from this location.

Neutral

D

Viewpoint
CH 13

Residential,
PRoW users
(High)

Mitigation planting of tree belts and hedgerows will screen
and soften the appearance of the Project from this location.
Negligible adverse
Construction:
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Claydon/Quainton (AVDC) Sub-Section
Table 12.144 CQU Visual Effects
Visual Receptor Distance: Near < 0.5 km, Middle: 0.5 – 2.5, Distant: 2.5 >km.

Location

Receptor Type
and Sensitivity
Approx.
Distance from
works

Visual Effects

Description of existing
view

Description of change in view/ magnitude of
impact / landscape mitigation

T

Visual Receptor

Significance of
Effects (before
mitigation)

CQ2
(photomo
ntage)

Middle
0.9 km
North

R,P
High
Middle
0.6 km

Glimpse narrow view from road and upper front elevation of
nearby property vegetation clearance within the rail corridor
seen in the wider panoramic view; limited by intervening
landform and vegetation outside of Project area and railway
in cutting. Marsh Gibbon overbridge and Poundon
footbridge construction screened by landforms.
Negligible temporary adverse
Yr 1 winter:

Slight
temporary
adverse

R

CQ1

D

P,R,M
High

Main Street Poundon.
Elevated view west of
Poundon from near to
Poundon Hill, looking south. A
narrow view between a dip in
landform towards the Vale
from the road and NCR 51
near to a residential property.
The railway is screened by
intervening woodland.

AF

Construction:

PRoW near Westbury Court,
north west of Marsh Gibbon.
Looking northwards in the
direction of the proposed
Marsh Gibbon occupation

Landscape mitigation hedgerows with trees and trees and
shrubs to upper cutting slopes still immature.
Negligible adverse
Yr 15 summer:
Mitigation planting maturing and view barely changed.
No change
Construction:
Westbury Court oblique limited views due to orientation
away from Project area and screening from intervening
barns.
No change
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South

Visual Effects
bridge demolition and new
overbridge built to the west.

Close partial views from PRoW of existing bridge
demolition, new Marsh Gibbon overbridge construction,
associated construction compounds, construction access
and vegetation clearance and permanent footpath diversion
seen in context of existing railway partly in cutting and
overbridge
Low temporary adverse
Yr 1 winter:

R

AF

T

PRoW user amenity benefit from new bridge crossing
compared to level crossing (closed). Reduction of amenity
value to PRoW users from loss of vegetation within Project
area revealing partial views of bridge embankments seen in
rural view and short diversion to new bridge. Landscape
mitigation hedgerows still immature.
Low adverse (PRoW)
Yr 15 summer:

D

Mitigation hedgerows and planting to bridge embankments
visually softening structures and cutting slopes.
Negligible adverse (PRoW)

CQ3
(photomo
ntage)

R,P
High
Middle
0.6 km
South

Looking north from the
Barnwood Jubilee and Cross
Bucks Way, north of Marsh
Gibbon, across large arable
fields and well managed
hedgerows towards small
woodlands on the horizon and
Barnwell Farm in the middle
of picture.

Construction:
View from PRoW of vegetation clearance, construction
compound and new footbridge limited by intervening
buildings, and hedgerows and woodlands. Potential crane
on skyline limited by rising landform, woodlands and
railway in cutting. Line improvements and cutting slope regrading screened by existing vegetation outside of Project
area and railway in cutting.
Low temporary adverse.
Barnwell Farm and neighbouring Kensington Villa are both
largely orientated away from the Project and/or screened
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by intervening outbuildings to north; Low and Negligible
temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

T

PRoW user amenity benefit from new bridge crossing
compared to level crossing (closed). Reduction of amenity
to PRoW users from reduction of vegetation within Project
area revealing partial views of footbridge, Landscape
mitigation hedgerows still immature.
Negligible adverse (PRoW)
Yr 15 summer:

Middle
0.9 km
South

Partial filtered view from PRoW of vegetation loss
associated with new Poundon footbridge and construction
compound. Potential crane on skyline. Line improvements
and cutting slope re-grading screened by existing
vegetation outside of Project area and railway in cutting.
Negligible temporary adverse.

R

D

P,R High
CQ4

Sweeping wide scale view
north from the northern
residential fringe of Marsh
Gibbon from the Cross Bucks
Way looking across gently
rising pastoral fields divided
by treeless low maintained
hedgerows. Poundon Hill and
aerial is a landmark visible on
the horizon. Barnwell Farm is
visible in the middle right of
picture. The railway is
screened

AF

Mitigation hedgerows partially screening lower structures
and integrating with local hedgerow structure. Negligible
adverse (PRoW)
Construction:

Properties on edges of Marsh Gibbon orientated away and
screened by garden vegetation and road side hedgerows
No Change.
Yr 1 winter:
Negligible.
Yr 15 summer:
No change
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Construction:

CQ5

Mitigation hedgerows with trees still immature and devegetated embankment.
Negligible adverse
Yr 15 summer:

Slight adverse

AF

Near
0.04 km
South

Station House, Station Road,
north of Marsh Gibbon looking
immediately west towards the
railway embankment and
bridge.

Moderate
temporary
adverse

T

P,M
High, Low

Oblique views of Station road underbridge repairs and
associated vegetation clearance within Project area from
Station House in the context of the close proximity to the
railway corridor and road.
Low temporary adverse
Yr 1 winter:

Mitigation hedgerows with trees maturing.
No change.
Construction:

R High
Near
0.35 km
South

Elevated view from Windmill
Hill at the junction of several
PRoW looking north east
towards Green Lane
bridleway bridge.

D

CQ6
(photomo
ntage)

R

Removal of linear vegetation within Project area to facilitate
track lowering. Bridge works seen in the wider panoramic
view and partly filtered by tall intervening hedgerows.
Negligible temporary adverse

Neutral

Slight
temporary
adverse

Yr 1 winter:
Landscape mitigation hedgerows and linear belts of trees
and shrubs still immature.
Negligible adverse

Slight adverse

Yr 15 summer:
Landscape mitigation maturing and visually softening
bridge and line of Project in landscape.
No change
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Construction:

Near
0.4 km
North

Yr 1 winter:

Landscape mitigation hedgerows and trees still immature.
Existing new and maturing woodland plantation between
PRoW and Project area partially screening views.
(PRoW) Low adverse.
(Twyford Lodge)
Negligible adverse.

Slight
temporary
adverse
(Twyford Lodge)

Slight adverse
(PRoW)
Slight adverse
(Twyford Lodge)

R

CQ7

View south from a PRoW
near Twyford Lodge, south of
Twyford, looking in the
direction of Green Lane
bridge.

AF

P,R
High

T

From PRoW, removal of linear vegetation seen on skyline
within Project Area to facilitate track lowering, and crane in
skyline associated with bridge works.
Low temporary adverse.
Views from Twyford Lodge substantially screened by
orientation away from Project area and tall garden
hedgerows and trees.
Negligible temporary adverse

Slight
temporary
adverse (PRoW)

D

Yr 15 summer:

CQ8

P,M
High
(Portway Farm),
Low
(Road users)
Near 0.3 km
North

Existing tree plantation will be maturing and substantially
screening views.
(PRoW & Twyford Lodge)
No change
Construction:

Looking south near to
Portway Farm, Main Street
looking across an arable field
towards the railway.

Vegetation losses from railway works, partly filtered by
roadside hedgerows and trees and garden vegetation to
Portway Farm.
Low temporary adverse.
Road users largely screened by hedgerows.
Negligible adverse.
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Yr 1 winter:
Slight adverse
(Portway Farm)

Yr 15 summer:

Neutral

Landscape mitigation maturing.
No change.
Construction:

(Portway Farm)

Shepherds Furze Farm,
Calvert. Looking west from the
entrance to the farm across
open arable farmland.

CQ11
(photomo
ntage)

D

CQ10

P,R High

P,R High

View north east from PRoW
near to Rose Hill Farm, east of
the Calvert to Steeple Claydon
Road, looking across arable
farmland towards Steeple
Claydon seen on the skyline.
Elevated panoramic view
looking south across the Vale
from a PRoW on the southern
fringes of Steeple Claydon.

N/A

N/A HS2 Project
Yr 1 Winter:

HS2 realignment to Project. Mitigation to be determined.
Yr 15 Summer:

R

CQ9

P,M High
N/A

AF

T

Landscape hedgerow mitigation immature.
Portway Farm.
Negligible adverse.

As above
Construction:

Neutral

Neutral
N/A

N/A HS2 Project
Yr 1 Winter:
Seen in context of HS2.
Negligible
Yr 15 Summer:
No change
Construction:
N/A HS2 Project
Yr 1 Winter:
Seen in context of HS2.
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No change.
Yr 15 Summer:

Neutral

No change.
Construction:

T

Near
0.14 km
North

Looking south from
Claydon/Queen Catherine
Road across a pasture field
next to Pear Tree House.
Mature trees in the middle
picture depict the top of
railway cutting.

Landscape mitigation hedgerows, trees and woodland are
immature. Bridge structure and embankments apparent.
High adverse.
Yr 15 summer:

AF

CQ12
(photomo
ntage)

P,M
High, Low

Close direct and oblique views from Pear Tree House and
PRoW of new overbridge and earthworks and vegetation
clearance.
High temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

R

Mitigation planting maturing filtering some views.
High adverse.
Construction:

Near
0.01 km
South

D

R High
CQ13
(photomo
ntage)

Looking north west from a
PRoW south of
Claydon/Queen Catherine
Road level crossing towards
the wooded rail corridor and
mature trees within the
grounds of Pear Tree House.
Poorly draining fields in the
near view.

Close direct views across the construction compound and
overbridge, earthworks and vegetation clearance in
context of proximity to existing railway corridor and HS2.
High temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
Landscape mitigation still immature. Structures, new road
layout, earthworks highly visible.
High adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
Mitigation planting maturing providing some visual filtering.
High adverse.
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Construction:

Yr 1 winter:

Insufficient space for landscape mitigation immediate to
Railway Cottages.
Functioning railway dominant in close proximity. (Railway
Cottages)
High adverse.

R

Near
0.25 km
South west

Looking north east from
Queen Catherine Road and
NCR 51 across a small horse
paddock towards Railway
Cottages that overlook the
section of railway not currently
open to traffic.

D

CQ14
(photomo
ntage)

R,P,M High,
High, Low

AF

T

Oblique close views from road and NCR51 and direct
views from Railway Cottages of clearance of intermittent
scrubby vegetation, construction accesses along field
boundary and railway upgrade works. Middle Claydon
footpath No. 8 new footbridge works visible from road and
NCR51 seen in context of existing railway corridor.
(Railway Cottages)
High temporary adverse.
(NCR51)
High temporary adverse.

(NCR51)
Low adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
Views remain the same as for Year 1.
(Railway Cottages)
High adverse.
(NCR51)
Low adverse.

(Railway
Cottages)
Large temporary
adverse
(NCR51)
Large temporary
adverse

(Railway
Cottages)
Large adverse

(NCR51)
Moderate
adverse
(Railway
Cottages)
Large adverse
with a moderate
adverse residual
effect.
(NCR51)
Moderate
adverse
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Construction:

Near
0.1 km
South

D
P,R
High
CQ16

Middle
0.6 km
North

Looking south east from a
PRoW near to Windmill Hill
Farm east of Steeple Claydon
across pasture fields, low well
maintained hedgerows and a
shallow valley.

T

(PRoW)
Moderate
temporary
adverse
(Rectory Farm)
Moderate
temporary
adverse
(PRoW)

Landscape mitigation hedgerows and trees still immature.
Bridge structure and rail traffic visible in the rural setting.
(PRoW)
Medium adverse.
(Rectory Farm)
Low adverse.
Yr 15 summer:

Moderte adverse

Landscape mitigation maturing and filtering views.
PRoW)
Medium adverse.
(Rectory Farm)
Low adverse.
Construction:

Slight adverse

R

CQ15

View north west from the
Bernwood Jubilee Way near
to Rectory Farm, looking
across open arable fields
intersected by low well
maintained hedges and small
copses.

AF

P,R
High

Close direct views of Middle Claydon level crossing
closure, new footbridge and de-vegetation and
construction access within Project area from PRoW.
Oblique views of construction access and de-vegetation
from Rectory Farm. Bridge works largely screened by
intervening farm buildings.
(PRoW)
Low temporary adverse.
(Rectory Farm)
Low temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

De-vegetation, level crossing closure and new footbridge
works visible in shallow valley, partially screened by
landform and railway in cutting. Middle Claydon PRoW No.
4 & 6 level crossing closure and potential oblique partial
view of Middle Claydon overbridge reconstruction
(PRoW & Windmill Hill Farm)
Low temporary adverse.
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Yr 1 winter:
Landscape mitigation hedgerows and trees still immature.
(PRoW & Windmill Hill Farm)
Negligible adverse.

Slight adverse

Yr 15 summer:

T

Landscape mitigation maturing and filtering views.
Negligible adverse.
Construction:

Near
0.2 km
South

(PRoW)
Moderate
temporary
adverse

Yr 1 winter:

(PRoW)

Landscape mitigation hedgerows still immature. Footpaths
diverted via new footbridge.
(PRoW)
Low adverse.
(Mount Pleasant Farm)
Negligible adverse.

Moderate
adverse

AF

Close direct views from PRoW of level crossing closure,
new bridge works and de-vegetation partially screened in
cutting and by intervening vegetation. Temporary closure
of PRoW No. 4 & 6.
Mount Pleasant Farm, views of footbridge works screened
by intervening farm buildings. Direct view of de-vegetation
partially screened by landform and vegetation.
(PRoW)
Low temporary adverse.
(Mount Pleasant Farm)
Negligible adverse.

R

CQ17

D

R,P
High

Mount Pleasant Farm, north of
Middle Claydon, looking
northwards from a PRoW
close to the farm across horse
paddock. Open views partially
filtered by intermittent
hedgerows.

Slight adverse
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Looking north west across
Claydon Park from the public
access road leading to
Claydon House. The
boundaries to the Park are
delineated by belts of mature
trees that contain views to
within the Park.

Yr 15 summer:

(PRoW)

Landscape mitigation maturing and filtering views.
(PRoW)
Negligible adverse.

Slight adverse

(Mount Pleasant Farm).
No change.
Construction:

Neutral

No change
Yr 1 winter:
No change

T

CQ18

R,P
High
Middle
1.0 km
South east

Visual Effects

AF

Visual Receptor

Yr 15 summer:

(Mount Pleasant
Farm)

Neutral
Neutral
Neutral

No change

Construction:

CQ19
(Photomo
ntage)

P,R,M
High, High, Low
Near
0.12 km
South west

D

R

Close limited oblique views from Littleworth properties,
towards construction compound and new overbridge works
partially screened by surrounding vegetation and
orientation away from works. One property overlooking
road with front elevation partial view towards earthworks &
road construction. Views from road/NCR51 users partially
screened by roadside hedgerows. All receptors views seen
in context of close proximity to pylons and overhead lines.
(Littleworth properties & NCR51)
Low temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

Looking east from the edges
of Littleworth towards Verney
Junction across arable land.
Pylons and overhead lines in
close proximity to the property
are detractors in the view.

Landscape mitigation hedgerows and trees and planting
on bridge embankments still immature.
Low adverse.
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Yr 15 summer:
Landscape mitigation maturing and filtering views.
Low adverse.

Moderate
adverse with a
slight adverse
residual effect.

Construction:

Near
0.1 km
South east

Yr 15 summer:

D

Large temporary
adverse

T

Landscape mitigation of woodland in land between houses
and bridge and planting on bridge embankment still
immature. Close views of bridge and embankments.
High adverse.

R

CQ20

Looking north west from the
southern fringes of Verney
Junction towards Littleworth.
Pylons and overhead lines are
detractors in the view.

AF

R,P,M
High, High, Low

Direct and oblique views from fringe properties of
construction compounds, new overbridge, earthworks and
de-vegetation along railway partially screened by garden
vegetation and neighbouring properties. All receptor’s
views seen in context of close proximity to pylons,
overhead lines and adjacent railway.
High temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

Landscape mitigation maturing and filtering views.
Low adverse.

Large adverse

Moderate
adverse with a
slight adverse
residual effect.

Construction:
R,P
High
CQ21

Near
0.2 km
North east

Open view south west from a
PRoW near to Furzen Farm
looking towards the railway
corridor and Verney Junction.
Pylons in the skyline are a
visual detractor.

Direct and oblique views from PRoW and Furzen Farm of
30 m swathe parallel to railway to service gas main
diversion. De-vegetation and railway upgrade works
apparent. Glimpse views beyond pylons of overbridge
work in skyline. Seen in context of proximity to railway
corridor and existing pylons.
Low temporary adverse.
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Yr 1 winter:
Landscape mitigation of hedgerow and trees along Project
Boundary still immature.
Low adverse.

Moderate
adverse

Yr 15 summer:

T

Landscape mitigation maturing and filtering views.
Negligible adverse.

Slight adverse

Construction:

0.12 km
North west

Landscape mitigation of hedgerow and trees still
immature.
Low adverse.

CQ23

R,M
Medium

Moderate
adverse

Yr 15 summer:
Landscape mitigation maturing and filtering lower
embankment.
Negligible adverse.

Looking north from the Calvert
to Botolph Claydon Road, at a
PRoW in the direction of
Steeple Claydon, The existing

Moderate
temporary
adverse

Yr 1 winter:

R

CQ22

Looking south east from
Verney Road adjacent to
Bridge Farm Cottages and
PRoW in the direction of the
railway embankment.

D

P,R,M
High

AF

Oblique and direct views of underbridge and rail upgrade
works limited by property orientation and seen in the
context of close proximity to railway corridor. Loss of
intermittent scrubby vegetation.
Low temporary adverse.

Construction:
N/A HS2 Project
Yr 1 Winter:
HS2 realignment to Project. Mitigation to be determined.
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
railway corridor is screened in
cutting and by intervening
landform and vegetation.

Yr 15 Summer:
Construction:

CQ24

P, R
High

View north from a PRoW
adjacent to Calvert Cottages,
Calvert, looking in the
direction of Steeple Claydon,
visible on the distant horizon.

N/A HS2 Project
Yr 1 Winter:
HS2 realignment to Project. Mitigation to be determined.
Yr 15 Summer:

P, M
High

N/A HS2 Project
Yr 1 Winter:

AF

CQ25

T

As above
Construction:
View from Calvert, close to
residential properties adjacent
to the Calvert Station
overbridge, near to the
junction with Brackley Lane.

Project not visible due to intervening HS2.
Yr 15 Summer:

P, M
High

D

CQ26

R

As above
Construction:

View east from residential
areas off Brackley Lane,
Calvert, towards an existing
works entrance and access
road.

N/A HS2 Project
Yr 1 Winter:
Project not visible due to intervening HS2.
Yr 15 Summer:
As above
Construction:

CQ27

P, R
Medium

View looking across pasture
from a PRoW close to the
railway. The view is
dominated by Greatmoor EfW
Plant.

Neutral

As above.

N/A HS2 Project
Yr 1 Winter:
Project not visible due to intervening HS2.
Yr 15 Summer:
As above
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Construction:

CQ28

R, P
Medium

View looking across pasture
from a PRoW and farm track
north of Oak Tree Farm,
looking in the direction of
Adam’s underbridge.

N/A HS2 Project
Yr 1 Winter:
Project not visible due to intervening HS2.
Yr 15 Summer:
As above
Construction:

CQ31

P, R
High

T

Project not visible due to intervening HS2.
Yr 15 Summer:

AF

P, R
High

View from PRoW close to
Doddershall House and barn
conversion properties, looking
across farmland visually
enclosed by mature boundary
trees and hedgerows. Distant
views to hills at Quainton.

D

CQ30
(photomo
ntage)

P, M
High

N/A HS2 Project
Yr 1 Winter:

As above
Construction:

N/A HS2 Project
Yr 1 Winter:

R

CQ29

View from adjacent to
Woodhouse Farm Cottages,
Quainton, looking towards
Whitehills overbridge. The
immediate view is dominated
by OHL and pylons

View from Doddershall House
access road at a PRoW near
to Upper South Farm, looking
towards the railway.

Project not visible due to intervening HS2.
Yr 15 Summer:
As above
Construction:

N/A
Neutral
Neutral
N/A
Neutral
Neutral
N/A
Neutral
Neutral
N/A

N/A HS2 Project
Yr 1 Winter:

Neutral

Project not visible due to intervening HS2.
Yr 15 Summer:

Neutral

As above
CQ32

M
Low

View north east from an
entrance gate into the Railway

Construction:
N/A HS2 Project
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Visual Receptor

Near
0.28 km
South west

Visual Effects
Centre overspill carpark
looking towards Quainton
Road overbridge partially
screened by existing roadside
vegetation.

Yr 1 winter:
The HS2 alignment will cross over and permanently
remove this viewpoint therefore no views will be possible
from this location.
Yr 15 summer:

N/A

N/A

As above.
Construction:

Middle
0.8 km
East

Neutral

T

CQ33

Looking west from Station
Road, Quainton from an
entrance to a small holding.
Views to the existing railway
corridor are screened by
intervening hedgerows.

AF

P,M
High, Low

Properties and road users on Station Road south screened
by intervening hedgerows.
No change.
Yr 1 winter:
The effects of HS2 Station Road realignment will
substantially alter/eliminate this view, seen in the context
of the significant effects of HS2.
Yr 15 summer:

Neutral

Neutral

CQ34

Near
0.01 km
East
P,R
High

CQ35

Middle
1.1 km
North east

N/A HS2 project.

Looking west from the
entrance to the Railway
Centre in the direction of
Quainton Road overbridge.

D

R,M
High, Low

R

As above.
Construction:

Looking south from a PRoW
on the edges of Addington
near to St Mary the Virgin
Church, in the direction of
Furzen Farm and Verney
Junction in the distance.

Yr 1 winter:
No change
Yr 15 summer:

N/A

Neutral
Neutral

No change
Construction:
De-vegetation and railway upgrade works within Project
Area substantially screened by intervening vegetation and
built form and in context of pylons and overhead lines seen
as detractors in the valley view.
Negligible.
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Yr 1 winter:

Neutral

No change
Yr 15 summer:
No change
Construction:

N/A

N/A HS2 Project
Yr 1 Winter:

T

HS2 proposed realignment of Project. Mitigation in this
area is yet to be determined.

To be determined
following
completion of
ongoing study.

Yr 15 Summer:

AF

CQ36

P, M
High

View from Addison Road near
to the driveway entrances to
Shepherds Furze and Rose
Hill Farms looking in the
direction of the Addison Road
rail bridge crossing.

Neutral

As above.
Construction:

As above.
N/A

N/A HS2 Project

CQ38

CQ39

R
High

R, P
High

Yr 1 Winter:

R

View from a PRoW, north of
the Calvert Junction and
Shepherds Furze Farm.

D

CQ37

R
Medium

Elevated View from Simber
Hill from the North
Buckinghamshire Way
overlooking Quainton with the
Buckinghamshire Railway
Centre in the distance.
Elevated view from near
Finemoor Wood towards

HS2 proposed realignment of Project. Mitigation in this
area is yet to be determined.

To be determined
following
completion of
ongoing study.

Yr 15 Summer:
As above.
Construction:
N/A HS2 Project
Yr 1 Winter:
No change in context of HS2 within the view.
Yr 15 Summer:
As above.
Construction:
N/A HS2 Project
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Greatmoor EfW Plant in the
middle distance.

Yr 1 Winter:

Neutral

No change in context of HS2 within the view.
Yr 15 Summer:

Neutral

As above.
Construction:

T

Moderate
temporary
adverse.

Slight adverse

AF

Negligible
Yr 15 Summer:

No change

As above.

R

R, P, C, M
High

D

CQ40

View from the junction of
Schools Hill and Main Street,
Charndon from near to
residential properties and the
village hall.

Close partially screened views of construction compound
A4 Claydon Junction and vegetation removal from Project
embankments, seen over roadside hedgerows.
Low
Yr 1 Winter:
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Winslow/Swanbourne (AVDC) Sub-Section
Table 12-15 WIS Visual Effects

Visual Receptor Distance: Near < 0.5 km, Middle: 0.5 – 2.5, Distant: 2.5 >km

Description of existing view

Description of change in view/ magnitude of impact /
landscape mitigation

AF

Location

Receptor
Type and
Sensitivity
Distance
from works

Visual Effects

T

Visual Receptor

Significance of
Effects (before
mitigation)

Construction:

Near
0.2 km
West

R

Looking east from Furze Lane
and PRoW near to Lakers
residential property in the
direction of CC and proposed
Winslow Station site.

D

WS 1
(Photomo
ntage)

P,R
High

Construction compound south of Lakers and Winslow
Station works very dominant from PRoW and heavily
filtered from Lakers property by intervening hedgerow
and trees along lane and garden orientation of property
away from station site.
Medium temporary adverse (PRoW & Lakers).
Yr 1 winter:
Tree and shrub planting to Winslow Station carpark
immature. New station lighting in areas previously unlit.
Medium adverse (PRoW & Lakers).
Yr 15 summer:
Mitigation planting maturing to filter views of carpark,
station and lighting.
Medium adverse.

WS 2

P
Low

View south from Brickyard Farm
access road off the A4033 north

Construction:
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Visual Receptor

Near
0.2 km
North

Visual Effects
of Winslow towards the northern
edges of Winslow.

No view from property as screened by intervening
vegetation. Oblique glimpse views from access road of
vegetation loss from top of railway cutting and
construction access. Opening view towards properties in
Winslow south of railway corridor.
Negligible temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

Neutral
Neutral

T

No change
Yr 15 summer:

WS4

Near
0.03 km
South

P,M
High, Low
Near
0.01km

Construction activities would dominate the view from
PRoW and oblique and or partially screened views from
neighbouring residential edge. Loss of vegetation to
reveal embankment and viaduct structure, construction
access and bridge repairs to railway corridor currently not
open to traffic.
Medium temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

R

WS3

View north from the north east
residential edge of Winslow from
a PRoW off Magpie Way looking
in the in direction of Horwood
Brook underbridge.

D

P,R
High

AF

No change
Construction:

View from near the White House,
Horwood Road, Winslow, looking
towards the Horwood Road
underbridge and railway
embankment.

Landscape mitigation planting still immature. Train
movements apparent.
Low adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
Mitigation planting maturing. Train movements still
apparent.
Low adverse.
Construction:
Close open views of vegetation loss from embankment
and works associated with railway upgrade and Horwood
Road underbridge works seen in context of railway
corridor currently not open to traffic.
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects

East

Low temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
Landscape mitigation planting still immature. Train
movements apparent.
Low adverse.
Yr 15 summer:

T

Mitigation planting maturing to filter embankment.
Negligible adverse
Construction:

WS6
(Photomo
ntage)

R,P
High
Near
0.1 km
South

AF

Near
0.32 km
North

D

WS5

View south from near The
Hollows, Winslow Road, south of
Little Horwood looking across
arable land with hedgerows and
trees in the direction of Moco
Farm.

Looking northwards from a
PRoW close to Moco Farm, east
of Winslow, in the direction of the
proposed Moco Farm overbridge.

Slight adverse

Slight temporary
adverse

Landscape mitigation planting still immature. Train
movements apparent.
Low adverse.
Yr 15 summer:

Slight adverse

Landscape mitigation planting maturing and train
movements still apparent.
Negligible adverse.
Construction:

Slight adverse

R

P
High

Oblique partial views from The Hollows towards Moco
accommodation bridge works.
Low temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

Moderate
adverse

Construction compounds, bridge repairs, construction
access and rail upgrade works to rail corridor currently
not open to traffic and demolition of Moco Farm
occupation overbridge visible from PRoW. Oblique, close
views from Moco Farm, partially screened by intervening
farm buildings.
Medium temporary adverse.
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Yr 1 winter:
Limited space for landscape mitigation. New structures
close and dominant.
Medium adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
As above
Low adverse.
Construction:

P,R
High
WS8

Near
0.36 km
North

T

AF

Near
0.12 km
South

Looking north from the Midshires
Way/Swan’s Way from the
Swanbourne to Little Horwood
Road in the direction of the
proposed Moco Farm footbridge.

D

WS7
(Photomo
ntage)

Landscape mitigation planting still immature. Footbridge
apparent.
Low adverse
Yr 15 summer:

R

R,M
High, Low

Bridge repairs and localised vegetation losses seen in
context of setting to Horwood House and railway corridor
currently not open to traffic.
Medium temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

Looking south east from an
estate road on the edges of
Horwood House grounds near to
PRoW, across estate land in the
direction of Project.

Landscape mitigation planting maturing heavily filtering
views of footbridge.
Negligible adverse.

Large/moderate
adverse

Moderate
adverse

Large/moderate
temporary
adverse

Moderate
adverse

Slight adverse

Construction:
Views from PRoW of bridge repairs and rail upgrade
works to railway corridor currently not open to traffic will
be heavily filtered or screened by intervening vegetation.
Limited effects on setting to Horwood House in context of
existing railway corridor. Glimpse views of construction
compound south of railway. Views from Horwood House
almost entirely screened by orientation or intervening
landform/vegetation.
Low temporary adverse (PRoW).
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Yr 1 winter:
Landscape mitigation planting still immature. Train
movements apparent but filtered.
Low adverse.
Yr 15 summer:

T

Landscape mitigation planting maturing limiting views of
train movements.
Negligible adverse.
Construction:

D

Near
0.2 km
South west

Looking north east from near
Station House towards Horwood
Road overbridge from Midshire’s
and Swan’s Way, south of Little
Horwood.

R

R,M
High, Low

R
High
WS10

Near
0.05 km
South west

AF

WS9

Views from PRoW and properties (Station House and
Station Fields) of rail upgrade works to railway corridor
currently not open to traffic, in context of existing railway
corridor and disused station. Vegetation losses opening
up close view to rail corridor.
Medium temporary adverse
Yr 1 winter:

Looking north east from
Midshires and Swan’s Way level
crossing towards the Salden
Water trough aquaduct, north of
Mursley.

Train movements will be apparent.
Low adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
As for Year 1
Low adverse.
Construction:
Adverse effects on visual amenity from large losses of
mature vegetation from embankments, rail upgrade
works and bridge repairs (new footbridge & aquaduct
overbridge reconstruction) in context of existing railway
corridor currently not open to traffic.
Medium temporary adverse (PRoW).
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Yr 1 winter:
Landscape mitigation planting still immature. Dominant
and detracting views of new bridge structures and train
movements.
Medium adverse.
Yr 15 summer:

Moderate
adverse

T

Landscape mitigation planting maturing but bridge
structures still apparent.
Medium adverse.
Construction:

Large/moderate
adverse

Near
0.17 km
North

P,R
High
WS12
Near
0.5 km

AF

R

WS11

View south from Salden Crabtree
Farm access towards Whaddon
Road proposed overbridge
reconstruction.

D

P
High

Views from Crabtree Farm rear elevation towards bridge
repairs, construction access and vegetation loss from top
of railway cutting, partially filtered by garden vegetation
and intervening landform and trees. Oblique close views
from farm access road. Majority of railway upgrade works
screened in deep cutting but tall equipment associated
with bridge works will be visible.
Low temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
Landscape mitigation planting immature.
Low adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
Landscape boundary mitigation maturing, helping filter
views of train movements.
No change.
Construction:

Near to Springfield Farm east of
Whaddon Road near Salden
Wood, looking north west
towards the proposed overbridge

Views from Springfield Farm front elevation, restricted by
intervening garden trees and roadside hedgerows, trees
and farm buildings to the immediate west of house and
intervening landform including the railway corridor in
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Visual Receptor
South east

Visual Effects
reconstruction on Whaddon
Road.

cutting. Railway southern boundary vegetation losses
barely visible.
No change.
Yr 1 winter:
No change
Yr 15 summer:

Neutral
Neutral

No change
Construction:

Near
0.2 km
North east

D

WS13

View south from a bridlepath
near Weasels residential property
towards proposed Salden
overbridge reconstruction.

Hedgerow mitigation planting immature. Train
movements are apparent elements in the view.
Medium adverse.

R

P,R
High

AF

T

Direct and oblique, partially screened views from the
Weasels and bridlepath towards bridge repairs,
construction access, railway upgrade and vegetation
losses within Project area in context of proximity to
existing rail corridor and bridge.
Medium temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

Yr 15 summer:
Hedgerow maturing but train movements will still be
dominant seen against dark backdrop of Salden Wood.
Medium adverse.

Large/moderate
temporary
adverse

Large/moderate
adverse
Large/moderate
adverse with
moderate
adverse residual
effect.

Construction:
P,M
High, Low
WS14

Near
0.25 km
East

Looking north west from the
Stoke Road near to Manor Farm,
towards the proposed Newton
approach overbridge repairs.

Direct and oblique views from Manor Farm and nearby
surrounding properties of bridge repairs, construction
compound, construction access, railway line upgrade and
vegetation losses within Project area.
Medium temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Landscape mitigation planting immature. Largely
screened in cutting but train movements visible.
Low adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
Planting mature and filtering views.
Low adverse.
Construction

Near
0.2 km
South

T

No mitigation planting on south boundary due to space
restriction. Filtered views of train movements, partly
screened in cutting apparent beyond intervening fields.
Low adverse.
Year 15

D

R

WS15

View representing Grove Lodge,
looking north from near to the
property situated north west of
Mursley.

AF

P,M
High

Close, partially filtered rear elevation view over
construction compound towards bridge repairs and
oblique views of vegetation losses and rail upgrade
works, partially screened in cutting in context of existing
rail corridor currently not open to traffic.
Medium temporary adverse.
Year 1

R
High
WS16

Near
0.25 km
North east

Looking south from Swan’s Way
alongside railway corridor to the
immediate east of Horwood Road
overbridge.

Moderate
adverse

Large/moderate
temporary
adverse

Moderate
adverse

Slight adverse

Negligible adverse
Construction
Close, immediate views over construction compound,
towards bridge repairs, vegetation losses and rail
upgrade works, partially screened in cutting in context of
close proximity to existing rail corridor currently not open
to traffic.
High adverse.
Year 1
No mitigation planting on south boundary due to space
restriction. Close direct and oblique views of train
movements.
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Low adverse.
Year 15

As for Year 1

As for Year 1
Construction

T

Moderate
temporary
adverse

AF

Near
0.1 km
South

Landscape mitigation planting immature. Close filtered
views of train movements seen on slight embankment
from diverted PRoW via existing underpass.
Negligible adverse.
Year 15

R

WS17

View representing Furze Cottage
and Swan’s Way PRoW looking
north east from near to Furze
Cottage garden boundary.

D

P,R
High

Views from Furze Cottage largely screened by
orientation away from works and dense surrounding
garden hedgerows. Glimpse partial views possible of
Furze Lane overbridge reconstruction works and
construction compound to the north east. Visual effects
not significant.
Close open views from PRoW of bridge repairs,
construction compound, vegetation removal and rail
upgrade works seen in context of close proximity to
existing rail corridor currently not open to traffic.
Low temporary adverse (PRoW).
Year 1

Landscape planting will be maturing and filter views.
Negligible adverse.
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Aylesbury (AVDC) Sub-Section
Table 12-16 AYL Visual Effects

Visual Receptor Distance: Near < 0.5 km, Middle: 0.5 – 2.5, Distant: 2.5 >km.

Location

Receptor Type
and Sensitivity
Approx.
Distance from
works

Visual Effects

Description of existing
view

Description of change in view/ magnitude of impact /
landscape mitigation

T

Visual Receptor

Significance of
Effects (before
mitigation)

AV 2
(photomont
age)

Near
0.2 km
North

P
High
Near

Oblique filtered views from residential areas of vegetation
clearance from embankment, rail upgrade works to double
track and access to build new platforms in the visual context
of the A41 and P&R carpark in the foreground view.
Low temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

Moderate
temporary
adverse

R

AV 1

Paradise Orchard, looking
towards Aylesbury P&R. The
A41, P&R and carpark
lighting columns dominate
the immediate view.
South west

D

P,M
High, Low

AF

Construction:

Putlowes Drive off the A41
west of Aylesbury P&R. The
densely vegetated railway
corridor separates and

No planting mitigation due to Project space restrictions.
Railway embankment slightly more visible due to vegetation
removal. More frequent train movements barely apparent.
Very minor change to views in context of A41 and P&R and
associated lighting in foreground.
Negligible adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
As for Year 1
Construction:
Rear upper elevation filtered direct and oblique views of
construction access, bridge repairs, vegetation clearance
and rail upgrade works and oblique middle distance views of
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Visual Receptor
obscures views from
Putlowes Drive from the
P&R and dense built areas
of Aylesbury beyond. Pylons
and overhead power cables
form a visual detractor in the
skyline view.
North east

platform extension works to the south east; in context of
close proximity to railway embankment and P&R.
Low temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
Railway embankment and train movements more visible due
to vegetation removal. Minimal change from lighting
associated with new platforms filtered by garden vegetation.
Hedgerow with trees and small area of woodland still
immature.
Negligible adverse.
Yr 15 summer:

T

0.2 km
West

Visual Effects

AV 3
Near
0.25 km
South

AV 4

P,R
High

Oblique rear elevation views of construction access,
vegetation clearance and rail upgrade works and bridge
repairs to the north west in context of proximity to existing
railway, overbridge and pylons forming dominant local
landscape detractors in the view. Views north east and east
screened by intervening farm and small industrial buildings.
Low temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

R

D

P,R
High

View from a PRoW adjacent
to Fleet Marston Farm
looking in the direction of the
Fleet Marston level crossing
in the middle of the picture.
Pylons and overhead power
cables lie in sharp contrast
to the low lying flat
agricultural land. The
viewers close to the railway
corridor is partially obscured
by existing vegetation
alongside the railway. North
east

AF

Planting mature and filtering views of embankment.
Negligible adverse.
Construction:

Midshire’s Way, near to
Middle Blackgrove Farm,

Slight adverse

Slight adverse

Moderate
temporary
adverse

Landscape mitigation planting still immature. Train
movements more apparent.
Negligible adverse.
Yr 15 summer:

Slight adverse

Landscape mitigation maturing and filtering views of the
Project.
Negligible adverse.

Slight adverse

Construction:

Neutral
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Visual Receptor

Middle
1.2 km
North

Visual Effects
North Quarrendon. Pylons
and overhead power cables
dominant the view and lie in
stark contrast to flat valley
agricultural land. Views of
the railway are obscured by
intervening hedgerows and
low lying nature of the land.
South west

No change due to distance and intervening vegetation in
valley.
No change.
Yr 1 winter:

Neutral

No change
Yr 15 summer:

Neutral

No change

T

Construction:

Middle
0.25 km
South

AF

R

P,R
High

D

AV 5
(photomont
age)

Looking from a PRoW near
to Lower Blackgrove Farm.
Outbuildings on the left and
a small copse on the right of
picture, frame a narrow view
across arable land drawing
the eye towards higher
ground of Pitchcott Hill and
Oving in the distance. The
railway corridor is apparent
by its linear vegetation seen
in the middle of the picture
and the farm level crossing.
Pylons are a detractor to
distant views across the
valley.
North

View from main farmhouse largely orientated away from
railway corridor with oblique upper storey side elevation
views partially screened by intervening trees and farm
cottages/ outbuildings. Semi-detached farm cottages
adjacent to farmhouse with partially screened rear elevation
views towards the railway corridor restricted by intervening
farm buildings and small tree belt/copse immediately
surrounding cottages. Close, restricted and filtered views of
construction compounds, and new bridge repairs,
construction access and highly restricted view of vegetation
clearance and rail upgrade works viewed in context of
proximity to existing railway corridor.
(Lower Blackgrove Farm Cottages).
Moderate temporary adverse.
Oblique views of construction access, construction
compound and bridge repairs from PRoW and main
farmhouse partly screened by intervening vegetation and
buildings.
PRoW & Lower Blackgrove Farm).
Low temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects

T

Landscape mitigation still immature. View of new bridge and
train movements, partly screened by intervening vegetation
and farm buildings.
Minimal alteration in view to PRoW users and farm cottages.
Low adverse.
Lower Blackgrove Farm.
Negligible adverse.

AF

Yr 15 summer:

R

Landscape mitigation filtering views of Project and greater
screening from matured tree belts around farm properties.
Negligible adverse.

AV6
(photomont
age)

Middle
1.9 km
South west

D

R
High

Elevated panoramic rural
view from Waddesdon Hill
from the Midshire’s
Way/Swans Way. Linear
vegetation alongside the
A41 and railway corridors
helps obscure them from
view and visually integrates
them with the hedgerow
structure in the valley.
Lower Blackgrove Farm is
visible in the centre left of
the picture.
North

(Lower
Blackgrove
Farm cottages
& PRoW).
Slight adverse
(Lower
Blackgrove
Farm).
Slight adverse
(Lower
Blackgrove
Farm cottages,
Lower
Blackgrove
Farm & PRoW)

Construction:
Bridge repairs and construction compounds at Lower
Blackgrove Farm screened by existing vegetation. Minor
alteration to the view from vegetation removal and rail
upgrade works.
Negligible temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
Landscape mitigation immature.
Negligible adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
Hedgerows with trees within the Project Area restoring
landscape and visual integration.
No change.
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Construction:

T

Near
0.2 km
South east

Vegetation removal revealing top of railway cutting slopes
and Terrys overbridge. Partial views of platform extensions.
Proposed hedgerow with trees still immature.
Negligible adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
Hedgerow with trees visually softening edges of Project and
filtering views to bridge and station platforms.
No change.
Construction:

R

AV 7

AF

P
High

Valour Drive. Views from the
residential fringe in the
direction of the P&R are
partly obscured by higher
neighbouring ground
obscuring the close
proximity of the P&R from
the residential development.
North west

Oblique front and side elevation upper storey views from
properties of works and tall plant associated with Terrys
overbridge reconstruction, P&R platform extensions,
construction compound adjacent to P&R carpark and
vegetation removal from railway cutting slopes apparent in
context of existing views of P&R, carpark and railway.
Low temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

AV 8

Near
0.01 km
North

D

P, R, M
High, Low

Hemingway Road, off
Raban’s Lane. Near view
from a footpath looking
towards Raban’s Lane
overbridge, near to
residential properties that lie
close to the railway.
Receptors are located in an
industrial area beneath
pylons and overhead lines
that pass through the
residential area. Views of the
railway are largely obscured
by intervening vegetation on
the railway cutting slopes

Direct upper storey rear elevation views from a small
number of properties of vegetation clearance within the
Project area. Oblique views of parapet works to overbridge
seen in the context of their location situated beneath pylons
and next to the main road and industrial area.
Negligible temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
Proposed tree and shrub planting within the Project area will
still be immature and allow more open views of the Project.
Negligible adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
Tree and shrubs will be maturing to filter views of the Project
area.
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
and within the small open
space corridor between
houses.

Negligible adverse.

Construction:

Near
0.04 km
East

T

Slight
temporary
adverse

Yr 1 winter:

No landscape mitigation due to restricted space within
Project area. Permanent PRoW diversion via Griffin Lane
overbridge. More frequent train movements apparent but
view broadly similar to pre change view.
Negligible adverse.
Yr 15 summer:

Slight adverse

D

R

AV 9

AF

P,R
High

St Annes Road, south of
Bear Brook near Griffin
Lane. Views from a PRoW
across a small well managed
area of public open space
near to the residential edge
are dominated by the close
open view of the railway
corridor and the Griffin Lane
overbridge and industrial
areas to the left and right of
the picture. West

Watercourse crossing rebuilt across California Brook.
diverted footpath works via Griffin Lane bridge, track works
and minor vegetation clearance in context of industrial area
character and close proximity to existing railway and
dominant road overbridge.
Negligible temporary adverse.

P,R,W
High & Low
AV 10

Near
0.04 km
West

A close urban elevated view
over Aylesbury Station and
adjacent apartment blocks
viewed from Aylesbury
Station footbridge. The roofs
of Aylesbury Station
platforms and railway tracks
dominate the view which is
framed to the right and
distance by apartment

As Year 1
Negligible adverse.
Construction:
Views of track works in context of urban environment and
close proximity to existing railway station.
Negligible temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
No perceptible change to the view.
No change.
Yr 15 summer:
As for year 1
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
No change.

D

R

AF

T

blocks built next to the
railway corridor. East
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Wycombe District Council Sub-Section
Table 12-17 WDC Visual Effects

Visual Receptor Distance: Near < 0.5km, Middle: 0.5 – 2.5, Distant: 2.5 >km.
Visual Receptor

Description of change in view and
magnitude of impact

Description of existing view

T

Location

Receptor Type
and Sensitivity
Approx.
Distance from
works

Visual Effects

Significance of
Effects

W2
(Photomont
age)

P, W (Apsley
Manor Farm)
High

R

0.4 km
South west
Near

View through gap in hedge towards
paddocks, stables and caravans on
Bishopstone Lane. Pylons and
overhead lines on the skyline
dominate the view.
View through gap in hedge towards
paddocks, stables and caravans on
Bishopstone Lane. Pylons and
overhead lines on the skyline
dominate the view.

D

W1
(Photomont
age)

R (walkers on
PRoW)
Medium

AF

Construction:

View across paddock towards well
vegetated railway corridor in middle
distance and Marsh Crossing in gap
in hedgerow. Dodd’s Farm buildings

Construction activities for Marsh Lane overbridge
would dominate the view.
High adverse
Yr 1 winter:
New overbridge and associated embankments
would be seen on the skyline in the centre of the
view.
High adverse
Yr 15 summer:
Tree and shrub planting on embankment slopes
would screen vehicles and integrate with the
local hedgerows in this view.
Low adverse
Construction:
Construction activities would be seen in the
left/centre of view against skyline.
Medium adverse
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Visual Receptor
R (walkers on
PRoW)
Medium
H (Apsley Manor
Farm SM)
High

Visual Effects
Yr 1 winter:

seen in left of view. Pylons and
overhead lines on the skyline.

New overbridge and associated embankments
would be seen on the skyline in left and the
centre of the view.
Low adverse
Yr 15 summer:
Tree and shrub planting on embankment slopes
and replacement hedgerow planting alongside
railway corridor would screen vehicles and trains
and integrate with the local hedgerows in this
view.
Negligible adverse
Construction:

Slight adverse

Near
0.25 km
South

W4

R (visitors to War
Memorial on
Coombe Hill)
High

R

View across open fields between
road and railway line. Telegraph
poles and cables seen against the
skyline and dominate the view.
Dodd’s Farm house and farm
buildings seen in middle- left of view.
Scrub and trees in the middle and
long distance coalesce in the view to
form a distinctive linear feature.

D

W3
(photomont
age)

R (walkers on
local PRoW),
Medium

AF

T

0.09 km
West
Near

Moderate
adverse

Panoramic view over Aylesbury
Vale. Housing at Ellesborough and
Butler’s Cross seen at the foot of the
hill with the vale farmland filling the

Construction activities for Marsh Lane overbridge
would be visible in the centre right of the view.
Medium adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
New overbridge and associated embankments
would be seen on the skyline in the centre right
of the view.
Medium adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
Tree and shrub planting on embankment slopes
would screen vehicles and integrate with the
local hedgerows in this view.
Negligible adverse.
Construction:
Construction activities at Marsh Lane crossing
including removal of vegetation might just be
discernible in distance.
Negligible
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3.41 km
South east
Distant

W5

M (travellers on
minor road, road
bridge over
railway)
Low

Visual Effects
view to the far distance. Aylesbury
can be seen in the right of view.

View of rail lines and station
platform, car park and footbridge in
middle distance. Rail corridor
flanked by dense scrub vegetation.

R
R (walkers on
Whiteleaf Hill
PRoW,
Ridgeway)
High
1.46 km
Middle

D

W6

Neutral

Change barely visible from this distance.
No change.
Yr 15 summer:

Neutral

No change
Construction:

Slight adverse

Construction activities for platform extensions at
Princes Risborough Station would be seen in
centre of view.
Low adverse

AF

Middle
0.5 km
South

Yr 1 winter:

T

Visual Receptor

Panoramic view from local viewpoint
on Ridgeway summit of hill, above
Whiteleaf Cross. Princes
Risborough and Monks Risborough
in middle distance at foot of hill and
vale farmland beyond and to the far
distance. Wooded Wain Hill seen in
left of view.

Yr 1 winter:

Neutral

Platform extensions at Princes Risborough
Station could be seen in view.
No change.
Yr 15 summer:

Neutral

Platform extensions at Princes Risborough
Station could be seen in view.
No change.
Construction:

Neutral

Construction activities for the Monks Risborough
platform extensions might just be discernible in
the right of the panoramic view in the middle
distance
No change.
Yr 1 winter:

Neutral

No parts of the Project will be seen at Year 1.
No change.
Yr 15 summer:

Neutral

No parts of the Project will be seen at Year 1.
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects

D

R

AF

T

No change.
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Milton Keynes Council Sub-Section
Table 12-18 MKC Visual Effects

Visual Receptor Distance: Near < 0.5 km, Middle: 0.5 – 2.5, Distant: 2.5 >km
Visual Receptor

MK 1

R
High
MK 2
Near
0.13 km
South

Significance
of Effects

Construction:

Moderate
temporary
adverse

T

Newton Road, Bletchley. View south, near
to residential properties, looking towards
the railway line on well vegetated
embankment; partly concealing the railway
line.

D

Near
0.1 km
North

Description of change in view, magnitude of
impact and Landscape Mitigation

AF

P,M
High, Low

Description of existing view

R

Locatio
n

Receptor Type
and Sensitivity
Approx.
Distance from
works

Visual Effects

Vegetation clearance, rail upgrade works.
Medium temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
Rail embankment clearly visible. Grass seeding to
embankments. Engineering restrictions preventing
mitigation planting.
Negligible adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
Negligible adverse
Construction:

Blue Lagoon Park, Bletchley. Looking north
west from the northern corner of the park
towards the railway line on rising
embankment. Views of railway limited to
northern outer edges of park only where
quality of views in context of adjacent
landfill are poor.

Vegetation clearance, rail upgrade works.
Negligible temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
Rail embankment visible. Grass seeding to
embankments. Engineering restrictions preventing
mitigation planting.
Negligible adverse.
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Yr 15 summer:
Negligible adverse
Construction:

MK 3
Near
0.3 km
South east

Bettina Grove, Water Eaton. Looking west
towards the WCML on embankment. The
OXD line is not visible

Substation works screened by intervening builtform
atop rail embankment.
No change.
Yr 1 winter:
No change
Yr 15 summer:

T

P
High

Slight
adverse

Neutral

Neutral
Neutral

AF

No change

Construction:

Near
0.05 km
South east

D

MK 4

P, M, W
High, Low

R

Viaduct works.
Low temporary adverse.

Duncombe Street, Bletchley. Looking south
west towards the viaduct.

Yr 1 winter:

Moderate
temporary
adverse

(terraced
properties
backing
onto
viaduct).
Slight
adverse

Increased rail traffic visible in context of existing
visual dominance of viaduct and low visual
qualities.
Negligible adverse.

(terraced
properties
backing
onto
viaduct).

Yr 15 summer:

Neutral

Increased rail traffic visible in context of existing
visual dominance of viaduct and low visual
qualities.
No change

(terraced
properties
backing
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects

onto
viaduct).
Construction:

R High
MK 6

Near
0.2 km
West

D

R

Near
0.05 km
East

Retail Park, South Terrace, Bletchley.
Looking north west across the B4034
Saxon Street towards the railway viaduct

T

MK 5

Addition of new rail structures visible at short
distance beyond the B4034 in context of existing
visual dominance of viaduct and low visual
qualities. Assume no available space for soft
landscape mitigation. Public realm treatments
subject to detail design.
Low adverse.
Yr 15 summer:

AF

R,C,W,M
High, Low

Works associated with new high level platforms.
Some vegetation losses likely. Visible from bus
station and retail park in context of existing
urban/rail visual character.
Low temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

As above
Construction:
Works associated with new high level platforms in
skyline largely screened by intervening trees and
builtforms west of Bletchley Station.

Bletchley Park. Looking south east from
the grounds to Bletchley Park in the
direction of Bletchley Station.

Moderate
temporary
adverse

Moderate
adverse

Moderate
adverse
Slight
temporary
adverse

Negligible temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
Addition of new rail structures barely visible and
almost entirely obscured by intervening vegetation
and/or builtforms.
No change.
Yr 15 summer:
As above
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Construction:

Near 0.02 km

Near Beethoven Close, Brown’s Wood,
Milton Keynes. Looking south from a
bridleway in the direction of the railway line
and level crossing on the edges of Brown’s
Wood.

Moderate
temporary
adverse

More frequent train operations. Landscape
mitigation to be in keeping with footpath green
corridor.
Negligible adverse.

Slight
adverse

T

MK7

R, P High

Works to replace level crossing with new footbridge
in context of existing proximity to railway line.
Filtered views from several neighbouring
properties.
Low temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

AF

Yr 15 summer:

As above

As above

Near 0.43 km

Woodleys Farm off Bow Brickhill Road,
Woburn Sands. Looking north from farm
access road leading to a level crossing.

D

P High
MK8

R

Construction:
Level crossing closure and new bridge works,
construction compound and construction access
utilising existing farm access road partially visible
from B&B properties.
Medium temporary adverse
Yr 1 winter:
Overbridge partially visible. Tree planting to visually
soften bridge immature.
Low adverse.
Yr 15 summer:

Negligible
C,R Medium
MK9
Near 0.035 km

Looking north east from near to the Station
Tavern and Summerlin Community Centre,
Station Road, Woburn towards the level
crossing.

Large/moder
ate
temporary
adverse

Construction:
New ramped footbridge works and crane in skyline
in context of close proximity to existing level
crossing and car service depot.
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Low temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
Footbridge dominant in view and scale with
surroundings. Hard landscaping mitigation.
Low adverse.
Yr 15 summer:

T

Low adverse.
Construction:

D

Near 0.015 km

AF

MK10

View south west from Cranfield Road,
Woburn Sands adjacent to the school level
crossing looking towards the railway line
partially screened by vegetation

R

C,P High

R High
MK11
Near 0.07 km

New ramped footbridge works, vegetation losses,
carne in skyline in context of close proximity to
existing school level crossing, railway and car
service depot.
High temporary adverse.

Moderate
adverse

Large/moder
ate
temporary
adverse

Yr 1 winter:
Footbridge highly dominant and intrusive in the
view and scale of surroundings. Hard landscaping
mitigation.
High adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
High adverse
Construction:

Swallowfield School Playing Fields,
Woburn Sands. View north west from a
PRoW on the edge of the edge of the
playing fields looking in the direction of the
railway.

Moderate
adverse

New ramped footbridge, construction compounds,
vegetation losses seen in context of close proximity
to existing railway line and car service depot,
partially screened by existing vegetation.
Medium temporary adverse.
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Yr 1 winter:
Close view of footbridge filtered by existing
vegetation. Hard landscaping mitigation.
Low adverse.
Yr 15 summer:

Moderate
adverse

Moderate
adverse

Low adverse
Construction:

MK12

R High
MK13
Near 0.06 km

D

R

Middle 1.18 km

T

Panoramic elevated view south from a
PRoW south of Wavendon, looking across
the valley towards the wooded ridge and
Bow Brickhill.

AF

R High

Limited views of construction compounds and new
bridge works at Woodleys Farm seen within the
wide valley landscape.
Negligible temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

Caldecotte Lake Park, Milton Keynes,
looking south towards the railway line on
embankment.

Limited view of Woodleys Farm overbridge.
Negligible adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
Negligible adverse
Construction:
Glimpse partial views of bridge repair works and
limited vegetation removal. Seen in context of close
proximity to railway line.
Negligible temporary adverse.
Yr 1 winter
View largely unchanged.
No change.
Yr 15 summer
No change
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Construction:
Oblique partial view of crane and Woburn ramped
footbridge construction. Platform extensions
screened by builtform.
Negligible temporary adverse.

Neutral

T

No change

Yr 15 summer

AF

Near 0.12 km

Yr 1 winter

No change

R

MK14

Drayhorse Crescent, Woburn Sands
looking towards Woburn Station from a
small housing development currently under
construction.

D

R High

Slight
temporary
adverse
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Central Bedfordshire Council Sub-Section
Table 12-19 CBC Visual Effects

Visual Receptor Distance: Near < 0.5 km, Middle: 0.5 – 2.5, Distant: 2.5 >km.

0.26 km
Near
South west

View along lane, framed by
flailed hedges, towards Berry
Lane crossing and Berry Lane
Farm.

0.09 km
Near
North east

AF

Construction:

R (walkers on
PRoW), Medium
CB2
(photomo
ntage)

Description of change in view and
magnitude of impact

Construction activities for the closure of the crossing
would be visible.
Medium adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

R

CB1

P, (residential
properties on
Berry Lane) High
R, (walkers on
PRoW), Medium
M, Medium

Description of existing
view

D

Location

Receptor Type
and Sensitivity
Approx.
Distance from
works

Visual Effects

T

Visual Receptor

View to Ridgmont Station;
tracks, platform and station
building. Car park adjacent to
station.

Significance
of Effects

Moderate
temporary
adverse

Character of view unaltered.
No change.
Yr 15 summer:

Neutral

Character of view unaltered.
No change.
Construction:

Neutral

Construction activities for the platform extensions
will be seen in the view. The existing view is
however comprised of railway and road
infrastructure and activities would be largely
characteristic and not out of context.
Low adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
New platform infrastructure such as signs and
lighting might be seen in the view.
No change.
Yr 15 summer:

1.35 km
South east
Middle

Construction activities at Ridgemont Station would
not be evident in the context of industrial setting.
No change.
Yr 1 winter:

Neutral

T

CB3

View over fields towards large
commercial and industrial
buildings within recent
development between
Ridgemont Station and
Brogborough

Neutral

AF

R, (walkers on
John Bunyan
Trail) High
M, Low

New platform infrastructure such as signs and
lighting might be seen in the view.
No change.
Construction:

Platform extensions would not be seen.
No change.
Yr 15 summer:

CB4

0.20 km
South
Near

R

Platform extensions would not be seen.
No change.
Construction:

D

P, High
R, (walkers in
community
woodland, bench
located for
panoramic view)
High

View across Lidlington village
towards Lidlington lake
(flooded pit) and Marston
Thrift woodland. Pylons in mid
distance. The village of
Cranfield is seen on the
ridgeline on the horizon.
Lidlington Primary School
buildings visible in left of view.

Neutral

Construction activities would be seen in the centre
of the view.
High adverse
Yr 1 winter:
The closed crossing will not change the view and
the character of the view will remain unaltered.
No change
Yr 15 summer:

No change
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Construction:

CB6
(photomo
ntage)

0.2 km
West
Near

T

Woodland planting would screen traffic and help
integrate the new structure into the local wooded
setting.
Low adverse.
Construction:

AF

P, (residential
properties at
Riglen Close and
users of
playground) High

New overbridge and associated embankments
would be visible in centre of view.
High adverse
Yr 15 summer:

View from playground on edge
of residential area across
rough grassland towards
mature and immature
woodland next to Marston
Road. Roof and chimneys of
Chuffa Cottage at Marston
Crossing can just be seen as
well as houses on Marston
Road. Stewartby brickworks
chimneys and wind turbine at
Marston Vale Millennium
Country Park can just be seen
in left of view.

Construction activities would dominate the view.
High adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

R

0.44 km
North west
Near

Construction compound and construction activities
would be seen in the centre of the view.
High adverse.
Yr 1 winter:

View looking south east from
the location of a medieval
village and moated site across
ploughed field towards houses
and woodland on Marston
Road. Chuffa Cottage at
Marston Crossing can just be
seen. Bedfordshire greensand
ridge on the horizon in the
right of view.

D

CB5
(photomo
ntage)

H, (Thrup End,
Scheduled
Monument) High
R, (walkers on
PRoW near
Marston Vale
Trail) High

New overbridge and traffic would be seen on the
skyline in the centre of the view. Approach road
embankments and traffic would be seen against a
wooded backdrop.
High adverse.
Yr 15 summer:
Woodland planting would screen traffic and help
integrate the new structure into the local wooded
setting.
Low adverse.
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Bedfordshire Borough Council Sub-Section
Table 12-20 BBC Visual Effects

Visual Receptor Distance: Near < 0.5 km, Middle: 0.5 – 2.5, Distant: 2.5 >km

Location

Receptor Type
and Sensitivity
Approx.
Distance from
works

Visual Effects

Description of existing
view

Description of change in view and magnitude of
impact

T

Visual Receptor

B2
(photomo
ntage)

R (walkers and
cyclists on
informal track,
between Woburn
Road Industrial
Estate and
Interchange
Retail Park, via
pedestrian rail
crossing)

Construction activities would be visible from upper storeys
but largely characteristic of existing view.
Negligible.
Yr 1 winter:
Character and composition of view unaltered.
No change.
Yr 15 summer:

R

0.04 km
West
Near

D

B1
(photomo
ntage)

P (residential
properties in
Kempster Close)
High

AF

Construction:

View from 3 and 4 storey
apartments towards Bedford
Station, and buildings beyond,
with mature trees between
apartments’ car park and
railway. Ground floor flats
have views restricted by close
boarded and Network Rail
fencing. Potential view of
Platform 1 from upper storeys.

View of large industrial and
commercial buildings on the
southern edge of Woburn
Road Industrial Estate. There
is an informal track, in
frequent use by walkers and
cyclists, and scrub vegetation
of the informal open space, in
the foreground. Network Rail
railings and a channel of River

Character and composition of view unaltered.
No change.
Construction:
Construction activities would dominate the centre of the
view.
Medium adverse.

Significance
of Effects

Slight
temporary
adverse

Neutral

Neutral

Moderate
temporary
adverse

Yr 1 winter:
New footbridge would dominate the view but would not be
out of character with the overall composition of the view.
Low adverse.
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Visual Receptor
Medium
W (workers in
Woburn Road
Industrial Estate)
Medium

Visual Effects
Great Ouse on south eastern
side of railway are key
features of the view.

Yr 15 summer:
New footbridge would dominate the view but would not be
out of character with the overall composition of the view.
Low adverse.

B4

P (residential
properties in
Fields Road,
Wootton)
High
M (users of
estate road)
Low
0.9 km

Construction activities might just be visible in the centre of
the view in the vicinity of Kempston Hardwick.
Change barely visible.
No change.
Yr 1 winter:

AF

Expansive view across flat
landscape of large arable
fields, to west of new housing
development, towards
woodland/scrub belt along
railway corridor (London
Bedford line) on the horizon.
Stewartby Brickworks
chimneys just visible against
the skyline in left of view.

Change barely visible.
No change.

R

2.6 km
East
Middle

Construction:

D

B3

P (residential
properties, up to
3 storeys) on
Bedford Rd and
Brooklands
Avenue, Wixams)
High
M (travellers on
estate road) Low

T

0.04 km
East
Near

Slight
adverse

Expansive view from housing
development towards A421
and new overbridge. Noise
attenuation fencing, and
lighting columns at the
overbridge approach, forms a
distinctive feature on the
horizon. Large industrial
buildings of Marsh Leys Estate

Neutral

Neutral

Yr 15 summer:
Change barely visible.
No change

Neutral

Construction:
Construction activities in the vicinity of Kempston Hardwick
not expected to be visible.
No change.
Yr 1 winter:

Neutral

Neutral

No change
Yr 15 summer:
No change
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Visual Receptor
West
Middle

Visual Effects
in left of view. Open area in
foreground.

Construction:

H (Kempston
Hardwick SM)
Medium
0.4 km
East
Middle

T

B5

New residential property in
foreground. Trees in moated
site at Kempston Hardwick on
right extremity of view. Trees
south of Kempston Hardwick
level crossing on horizon.

Construction activities at Kempston Hardwick crossing
would be visible in centre of the view.
Low adverse.
Yr 1 winter:
New overbridge at Kempston Hardwick could just be visible
in background of view.
Negligible.
Yr 15 summer:

AF

P (residential
properties on
lane)
High

B6
(Photomo
ntage)

P (residential
properties on
lane)
High
0.1 km
East
Near

D

R

Planting on the bridge embankments will visually merge with
the tree belts and hedgerows in the vicinity and screen
traffic on the bridge approach road.
No change
Construction:

View of railway bridge
approach road, former
brickworks site and
Sainsbury’s distribution centre
in right of view.

Vegetation clearance will open up views of the station, trains
and construction compound on the north west side of the
railway. High adverse.

Moderate
temporary
adverse

Slight
adverse

Neutral

Large/Moder
ate
temporary
adverse

Yr 1 winter:
The construction compound would be restored to
agricultural use. However the new overbridge and
embankments would represent a very noticeable
deterioration in the view as the bridge approach road would
be seen in the open view.
High adverse.
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Visual Receptor

Visual Effects
Yr 15 summer:

D

R

AF

T

Planting on embankment slopes would merge with tree belts
and hedgerows in vicinity and screen traffic on the bridge
approach road.
Negligible.
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